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1. Introduction 
 
     People engage in various activities that require complex cognitive processing 
in everyday life.  However, many of them seem to happen without special  
consciousness.  One example of such processing is speaking.  Speech production in 
ones’ first language (L1) is usually a process that happens unconsciously and 
automatically.   On the other  hand, even for  long -term learners who had explicitly 
learned the grammar, speaking in a second language (L2) is usually not a simple task.   
Obviously, learning L2 grammar does not have a  negative effect in L2 learning.  
There are many learners who have become fluent speakers after  such learning.  It  is 
unclear,  however,  how the learners’ explicit  knowledge becomes a procedural  
knowledge, and how L2 speech production process becomes automatized.  Why is it  
not easy for learners to speak fluently in a n L2, and how do people acquire the ability 
to use an L2 freely?  In other words, how is L2 processing, in particular , L2 speech 
production, automatized?  The goal of this study is to reveal the automatization 
process of L2 speech production, and to make a proposal to the field of L2 education .  
The present study makes use of psycholinguistic and neurophysiological experi ments  
for  the achievement of this goal.  
 
1.1 Outline of the present study  
     The present study aims to reveal one aspect o f the L2 automatization process  
with a particular focus on oral sentence production by Japanese EFL learners.   
Psycholinguistic and neurophysiological experiments were conducted for  the 
achievement of this goal.  The present study first reports the result of a pilot  
eye-tracking experiment that investigated how Japanese EFL learners describe a  
picture (Experiment 1A).  Based on the results of this pilot experiment , a  
psycholinguistic behavioral experiment was conducted (Experiment 1B and 1C).   
This experiment examined how lexical retr ieval influences Japanese EFL learners ’ 
syntactic process  when they produced English sentences.  In order to investigate the 
changes of neuronal activation during speaking, an fMRI experiment was conducted.  
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Experiment  2A was a pilot study for this experiment,  and  Experiment 2B was  
conducted based on its results.  The objective of Experiment 2B was to investigate  
the physiological changes that lie behind Japanese EFL learners’ sentence production 
process, which could not be captured by Experiment 1B and 1C since its result only 
reflects people’s consecutive, surfaced behavior resulted from the inner cognitive 
processing.  This paper will be concluded with  a general discussion of Experiment s  
1B, 1C, and 2B, and will  be closed with future research plans.  
     Previous research on speech production in the field of psycholinguistics and 
neurophysiologies will  be reviewed in Chapter 2.   Some additional reviews of  
neurophysiologic studies, particular ly studies of neuroimaging will also be found in 
the beginning of Chapter 6 .  The details of each experiment are explained in 
Chapters 3,  4, 5,  6 and 7.  Chapter  3 introduces a  pilot experiment on speech 
production using a picture description paradigm.  Chapter s 4 and 5 give detailed 
information of Experiments 1B and 1C, which are syntactic pr iming experiment using 
the picture description task.  A pilot behavioral study for  the fMRI experiment is 
introduced in Chapter  6, and the following Chapter 7 describes Experiment 2B, the 
fMRI study of syntactic priming.  General discussion is presented in Chapter  8 ,  and 
the present paper  is closed with future plans in Chapter  9.  
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2. Literature review 
 
     In the first  section of this chapter,  previous studies on speech production will  
be reviewed.  By referring to the major cognitive models of speaking, the present 
study will  focus on syntactic processing during speech production.  Studies dealing 
with the phenomena called syntactic pr iming will par ticularly be taken into account.   
In addition to the psycholinguistic behavioral studies, some syntactic processing 
researches in the field of neurophysiology will  be reviewed as well.  
 
2.1 Language production 
     In normal fluent speech, people are said to produce two to three words per  
second, which are continuously selected from the mental lexicon (Levelt, 1999) , and 
this process seems to be done a utomatically.  Automaticity has a  number of different 
technical meanings,  and has been defined in various ways.   Speed is not the only 
element of automaticity, and thus it  will  not simply be defined as “fast processing.”   
For the purpose of the present study, we agree with Segalowitz (2005) in the 
definition of automaticity.   When we are able to perform a task with automaticity, it  
appears to be fas ter, more accurate, and more stable, without experiencing the need 
to invest additional effort and attention.  In language learning, this increased 
automaticity can be seen as increased fluency, the ability to use language rapidly,  
smoothly and accurately,  with lit tle effort.  Thus, the purpose of the present study is  
to reveal how L2 learners’ speech production process becomes more fast,  accurate,  
and stable without special effort.   Various researches on oral language processing 
have been conducted up till  now, and it is essentia l to know what the systems of  
speech production are like , in order  to discuss the mechanisms of speaking by foreign 
language learners,  and how they might change as they become more proficient.   
There are different levels of speech production, such as word level, sentence level, or  
discourse level.  The present s tudy will be focusing on sentence level speech 
production.  
     People do not need much effort to prepare for  sentence production in L1, since 
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this processing is done so quickly.  Although it is so quick and not much processing 
seems to be involved, in rea lity, it  is said that complex processing is done before the 
intended message is produced as overt speech.  The processes of speech production 
can be largely divided into three parts.  They are called conceptualization,  
formulation, and ar ticulation (Levelt,  1989).   Figure 1 is a  model of spoken 
language use, and production process is indicated on the left side of the figure.  
 
 
Figure 1.  Schematic representation of the processing components involved in spoken 
language use. Reprinted from Levelt (1993, p.2) .  
 
     According to the model above, the speaker first  needs to generate a preverbal  
message by conceiving an intention and selecting the relevant information to be 
expressed (conceptualization) .  The pieces of the preverbal message  will then be 
accepted in the formulator,  and the conceptual structure is changed into a linguistic  
structure (formulation).  Finally, the phonetic plan of the linguistic structure is 
produced as overt speech by the articulator  (articulation) .  
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     The processes of formulation involves translation of the conceptual 
representation (the preverbal message)  into a linguistic form, which can be divided 
into grammatical encoding and phonological encoding processes.  The details of 
these steps that are thought to be taken to build the linguistic construction of a  
sentence,  which is represented as “grammatical encoding” in the model above, is 
shown in Figure 2.  The present study mainly focuses on grammatical encoding.   
Figure 2 is a  model by Bock and Levelt (1994) , and it shows that the grammatical 
encoding process consists of two components.  One of the steps involved in this 
grammatical encoding is functional processing.  Functional processing includes 
selection of words and assignment of functions (e.g., subject or object) to the 
selected words.  The second step is positional processing, which is to arrange the 
order  of the constituents.  
 
 
Figure 2. Grammatical encoding process. Reprinted from Bock and Levelt (1994).  
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     Although the validity of these two models still  needs to be examined, it  is a  
common understanding among researchers that there is l i tt le doubt about the 
existence of grammatical encoding process.  In short,  grammatical encoding is a  
process of word selection and syntactic structure construction, which must be 
conducted immediately and unconsciously for quick and smooth communication to be 
possible.   Thus,  automatization of this process is essential for fluent communication.  
It is most likely that the produced speech would be less fluent, if there were some 
problems in this sequence, and this is not a rare case in second language (L2)  
learners.  
How can learners overcome these problems and become more fluent speakers?  
One suggestion to this question is  to make use of the preceding sentences,  in other  
words,  the priming effect.  Pr iming is an effect that occurs when a former stimulus  
is rela ted to the following processing.  Exposure to a  stimulus influences a  response 
to a later  stimulus.  In the field of language processing, priming effects are seen in 
various levels,  such as phonological or  semantic levels.   For instance, when a pair  
of word strings are decided whether they are real words or  not,  the reaction time 
becomes shorter when the words are associated pairs such as NURSE-DOCTOR or  
BREAD-BUTTER, than unassociated pairs such as NURSE-BUTTER or  
BREAD-DOCTOR (Meyer & Schvaneveldt,  1971) .  Similar ly, such semantic 
pr iming effect appears as a  shortening of naming latencies (Perea & Gotor, 1997) .   
There are other  examples of pr iming effect in language processing.  The present  
study will introduce a phenomenon called syntactic pr iming, in which a preceding 
sentence facilita tes the processing of the subsequent one when the two  sentences 
have the same syntactic form.  Studies on syntactic pr iming will be reviewed in the 
next section.  
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2.2 Syntactic priming  
     It is said that speech production can be facilita ted by syntactic pr iming effect.   
Both language production and comprehension are facilita ted,  and thus it helps people  
to construct a common situation model.   Situation models are the mental 
representations of verbally described situations (van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983).   When 
the speaker  and the listener succeed in constructing such situation model  during a  
conversation, they can fully understand each other (Pickering & Garrod, 2004) .   
Since syntactic priming has such facilitation effect in language production, the 
present study uses this effect to examine how Japanese EFL learners produce Engl ish 
sentences.   Previous studies on syntactic priming, both on L1 and L2 will  be 
reviewed in the next sections.  
 
2.2.1 L1 syntactic priming studies  
     Syntactic pr iming is the tendency to repeatedly use the same syntactic  
structures across sentences (Bock, 1986) .  Such repet itive use of a particular  
structure can be seen in everyday language use.   Levelt & Kelter (1982) found this 
phenomenon across speakers in “question and answer” sequences.  They called 
several hundred merchants in the Netherlands and asked them (a) At what time does  
your shop close? or (b)  What time does your shop close? (The actual  language used in 
the research was Dutch) .  When the merchants were asked with a prepositional  
phrase such as (a) , the answers tended to be something like “At five o’clock,”  
containing a prepositional phrase.  On the other hand, when they were asked a  
question containing a simple noun phrase such as (b) , their  responses tended to 
consist of a simple noun phrase,  for example, “Five o’clock.”  
     Bock (1986) conducted experiments to find out whether this effect was due to 
the tendency to reuse particular  wor ds,  or  to reuse the syntactic structures,  using the 
picture description paradigm.  Participants would first read a pr ime sentence and 
then describe a picture.   This picture could be described with a sentence of the same 
syntactic structure as the prime sentence.  For instance, the pr ime sentence might be 
an active transitive sentence such as “One of the fans punched the referee,” and the 
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following picture would be another transitive event that is semantically different  
from the prime sentence, for exampl e depicting lightning str iking a church.  Bock’s  
study found the tendency for the participants to produce sentences containing the 
same structure as the prime sentences when describing the picture (e.g.,  an example 
response in the previous example would be , “Lightning is str iking the church,” using 
the active voice instead of the passive voice).  
     This effect was found not only with transitive structures (alternation of active 
and passive structures), but also with dative structures.  Participants were m ore 
likely to use a prepositional object (PO) structure when describing a picture after a  
PO prime sentence,  while proportions of double object (DO) structure sentences  
increased after a  DO prime sentence.   See Figure 3 for example.  Participants  
would read aloud one of the prime sentences,  and subsequently, they will be asked to 
describe a  picture of a man and a boy reading a  book.  If the participant read prime 
sentence (1a),  he or she was likely to produce a  PO structure sentence something like 
(2a) when describing the picture.  On the contrary, if the pr ime sentence that was  
read was (1b),  participants are more likely to describe the picture using DO 
constructions as in (2b) instead of PO constructions.    
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Prime sentence:  
(1a) The waitress took a  tray of appetizers to the customers . (PO) 
(1b) The waitress took the customers  a tray of appetizers.  (DO) 
 
Picture description:  
(2a) The man is reading a  story to the boy. (PO)  
(2b) The man is reading the boy a  story. (DO)  
 
Figure 3. An example of a tr ial from Bock (1986).  
 
     Syntactic pr iming effect has been observed in various tasks in the study of L1.  
For instance it is reported in the written sentence completion task  (Pickering & 
Branigan, 1998).   In their experi ment, participants were given a booklet that  
contained sets of sentence fragments that could be completed by a PO or  DO 
construction.  Examples of sentence fragments are the following:  
 
(3a) The racing driver showed the torn overall…  
(3b)  The racing driver showed the helpful mechanic…  
(4) The patient showed…  
 
Fragments (3a) and (3b) function as pr imes that induce either a PO structure ( 3a) or  a  
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DO structure (3b),  while (4)  is a target fragment that is capable of being completed 
by both PO structure and a DO structures.  When participants were instructed to 
complete a ll the fragments on the booklet in any way they liked, their target  
completions were affected by the immediately preceding completions.   That is, they 
had produced more PO structures following a  PO prime than following a  DO prime .   
This was the same for  DO structures as well.  This study reported that syntactic  
pr iming effect could be seen even when the prime and target did not share the same 
tense,  aspect, or number.  They also found that syntactic priming effects are 
observed when the priming sentence and the target sentence included both identical  
and different verbs.   However, a larger  effect was found with identical verbs.   
     Syntactic pr iming effect is not limited to a  writing task,  but it  is also observed 
in an oral sentence recall task.  In the study conducted by Fox Tree & Meijer  (1999) ,  
participants were asked to read and memorize a sentence, and then subsequently read 
a different sentence.   These sentences were act ually target and priming sentences 
respectively.   Then a distraction task was presented.  The task was to answer 
whether  a particular word was in the previous priming sentence or  not.  Finally the 
participants were required to recall  the target sentence, t he sentence that was  
presented at the beginning of the tr ial a loud.  When the participants recalled the 
target sentence,  they were more likely to use the PO structure when they had read the 
priming sentence with the PO structure, compared to when the primi ng sentence was 
a DO structure.  Such sentence recall  task is another common technique used in the 
field of research on syntactic pr iming effect.   Participants were told to simply recall  
the target sentence and not to create a  sentence on their own as it w as done in 
Pickering and Branigan (1998).  However, there was a tendency to alter the 
structure of the target sentence to that of the pr ime sentence.  This result provides 
evidence for the robustness of syntactic pr iming that it does not depend on 
preferentia l use, because priming occurred even when people tr ied to recall  target 
sentences exactly as they had read them.  
     The studies reviewed above both used the change in proportion of PO and DO 
construction.  In addition to the change in the proportion,  syntactic pr iming effect 
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also appears as reduced response latency.  A web-based replication of Pickering and 
Branigan (1998) revealed that it took less time to type the first  key for  the response 
in the primed (matched) condition than the unprimed (mismat ched) condition(Corley 
& Scheepers,  2002).    
     As reviewed so far,  syntactic priming effect is observed in various situations.   
How does syntactic pr iming happen then?  The next section will  refer to the 
mechanisms that are thought to be causing this phenomenon.  
 
2.2.2 The underlying mechanisms of syntactic priming  
     Many researchers have discussed the mechanism of syntactic priming.   There 
are a t least three hypotheses for  this phenomenon; the residual activation account,  
implicit learning account, and the multi - factorial account, which is a mixed model of  
the two hypotheses.  In this section these three theories will be briefly intr oduced, 
however, it will be noted that the goal of this paper is not to verify the validity of  
these accounts.  
     Pickering and Branigan (1998) proposed that syntactic pr iming results in the 
activation of the verb’s combinatorial node, which does not dis appear immediately 
(the residual activation account) .  Thus if a  person would like to produce a  sentence 
which is different from the one he or  she just experienced, that person is likely to 
reuse the previously used structure since the combinatorial nodes are highly 
activated than usual.   This theory is based on the idea of the lexical representation.   
A word is said to be composed of the following three levels: the conceptual stra tum 
(the concepts of what the word refers to) , the lemma stratum (which inclu des the 
syntactic properties of the word such as the lexical category, number,  tense, aspect of 
the word),  and the lexeme stratum (which holds the morphological and phonological  
information) .  For instance,  the word dog refers to a four - legged mammal that  
typically barks and is widely kept as pets by people.   The word carries information 
of lexical category, which is a “noun”, and the written form of the word dog is  
“d-o-g”, and is pronounced /dɔ:g/.  
     Since it is thought that the nodes in each level are  connected, when a sentence 
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is produced and the lemma stratum of a verb is activated,  the combinatorial nodes are 
also activated (Figure 4) .  
 
 
Figure 4. A partial model of the representation of syntactic information associated 
with verbs in the production lexicon. The labels T, A, and N refer to tense, aspect,  
and number,  respectively. Reprinted from Pickering & Branigan (1998).  
 
     For instance, the verb give  can be used at least in two different constructions.   
With two noun phrases (e.g.,  give  B an A) i .e.,  the double object (DO) construction, 
or  with a noun phrase and a prepositional phrase (e.g.,  give  an A to B), the 
prepositional object (PO) construction.   Pickering and Branigan (1998) argued that  
using the verb give  would result in activating the NP-NP node when producing a DO 
construction and the NP-PP node would be activated when producing a PO 
construction, which are the combinatoria l nodes.  Moreover,  these activations are  
thought to be maintained for  a while, therefore,  the construction of a subsequently 
produced sentence tends to follow the previous one (syntactic priming effect).  
     Other  researchers claim that syntactic priming effect is related to implicit  
learning (the implicit learning account).   The implicit  learning account differs from 
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the residual activation account on at least two aspects.  One is the prediction about  
the longevity of syntactic pr iming.  While the residual activation account takes a  
stance that the syntactic pr iming effect would decay rapidly,  the implicit  learning 
account predicts that syntactic pr iming is a long -living phenomenon.  Bock & 
Griffin (2000) conducted a  picture description task and compared the results with the 
number of distracter  tasks between the prime and the target picture.  Syntactic 
pr iming effect was found even when there were ten distracter  tasks between the prime 
sentence and the target picture description.  The effect is not limited within one 
experimental session.  The bias established in the first  phase of the experiment  
affected the performance in the second phase, which was conducted a  week after  the 
first phase (Kaschak, Kutta,  & Schatschneider,  2011) .  Another  contrastive aspect  
with the residual activation account is that the implicit  learning account predicts that 
there is no enhanced priming when prime and target share the same verbs than 
different verbs (lexical boost  effect; Pickering & Branigan, 1998).   This is because 
implicit learning is said to be due to the changes of connection weights in the 
organization of the syntactic processor, and takes place independently of the mental  
lexicon.  
The third suggested hypothesis is the multi - factorial account.  In this point of  
view, syntactic pr iming is caused by the abstract, long-term learning mechanisms, 
and from lexically specific mechanisms .  It is a mixed model of implicit  learning  
and residual activation account .  Hartsuiker, Bernolet,  Schoonbaert, Speybroeck, 
and Vanderelst, (2008)  tested this prediction that the lexical boost would decay 
rapidly,  while the basic priming effect is more long -lived.  They found syntactic  
pr iming at Lag 0 (no filler  tr ials between the prime and target) and Lag  2 ( two filler  
tria ls between the prime and target) , however, lexical boost was seen only in the Lag 
0 condition.  This implies that the lexical boost decays more rapidly than the 
syntactic pr iming effect does.  
Although the three accounts are still  controversial hypotheses,  either  account  
is not limited to the L1 environment.  In fact, syntactic priming effect is found in L2 
use as well.  The next section reviews previous researches on L2 syntactic priming.  
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2.2.3 L2 syntactic priming studies  
     Similar  to L1, the syntactic pr iming effect is seen during L2 processing as well.   
A study on Japanese EFL learners found syntactic pr iming effect to be proficiency 
dependent, and the priming rate was highest among middle proficiency learners,  
followed by upper level learners, and lower level learners in a written sentence 
completion task (Morishita, Satoi, & Yokokawa, 2010) .  Morishita  (2011)  compared 
the syntactic pr iming effect of Japanese EFL learners to that of L1 English speakers,  
using a sentence completion task in two production modalities (s peaking and writing) .   
It was found that while native speakers of English were significantly more affected 
by syntactic priming in spoken production than in written production, Japanese EFL 
learners did not show any difference in modality.   However,  the pr oficiency 
dependency for  the syntactic pr iming effect was present, with upper  level learners 
showing more priming effect, which was similar  to L1 English speakers , than middle 
and lower level learners.  The effect was also seen in other language speakers.   
Spanish-English bilinguals showed syntactic pr iming from L1 to L2 in picture  
description tasks with an interlocutor  (Hartsuiker, Pickering, & Veltkamp, 2004) .   
In addition, there is evidence for pr iming from L2 to L1 and within the L2 by 
Dutch-English bilinguals (Schoonbaert, Hartsuiker, & Pickering, 2007) .  Some 
researchers argue that syntactic pr iming is associated with L2 development.  For  
instance,  ESL learners who showed more primed production during interaction were 
likely to advance to a higher stage in the developmental sequence of ESL question 
formation (McDonough & Mackey, 2008) .  Considering these facts,  syntactic  
pr iming experiment is not only effective in investigating the L2 learners’ syntactic 
representations, but also helpful to examine how learners develop their  
representation.  
 
2.2.4 The proficiency dependency of syntactic priming effect  
Morishita  (2011) reported that syntactic  priming effect differs by the learners’ 
proficiency.  When Japanese EFL learners of  different proficiency and a native 
speaker of English engaged in a  sentence completion task,  syntactic pr iming rate was 
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higher among participants with higher proficiency l evel.  Such proficiency 
dependent response is not a  particular  property among L2 learners.  Rowland, Chang,  
Ambridge, Pine, and Lieven (2012)  examined whether there is a proficiency 
dependent difference in syntactic priming effect among native speakers of English.   
The results showed that syntactic priming effect was largest with adults, followed by 
five to six-year-olds, and three to four-year-old children.  Obviously,  syntactic 
pr iming effect will not enlarge endlessly  as people age,  and it  will  become stable a t a  
certa in level.  However, this stil l indicates that syntactic pr iming effect will grow 
larger  as one becomes more proficient.  We will  discuss this topic later  in this paper.   
In the following section, we will  review some neurophysiologic studies on  sentence 
production.  
 
2.3 Neurophysiologic  findings of sentence production  
Overt sentence production has been investigated using neuroimaging methods  
(Haller, Radue, Erb, Grodd, & Kircher, 2005; Indefrey et al., 2001) .   Indefrey et a l.  
(2001) investigated the cortical activations during spoken language production that 
are related to the syntactic encoding process,  with the use of positron emission 
tomography (PET).  Comparing the data of two conditions,  which were that of  
production of full sentence and production of  sequence of single words with no 
syntactic relationships, they found a significant activation in the left anterior  
Rolandic operculum, caudally adjacent to Broca’s area.  Sentence level overt speech 
was invest igated using fMRI, and activation associated with syntactic encoding was  
mainly found in the left inferior frontal gyri (BA 44/45) and medial frontal (BA 6)  
gyri, the superior parietal lobule (BA 7) and the right insula (BA 13) (Haller et a l. ,  
2005) .  Golestani et al. (2006)  examined the syntactic process of non-proficient late 
bilinguals during covert sentence production in L1 and L2 by fMRI.  Participants 
viewed words either  in French (L1) or  in English (L2), and were instructed to either  
read the words, or to produce a simple sentence from the words.   Syntactic sentence 
production activated regions including left inferior frontal gyrus and the 
supplementary motor  area in both L1 and L2.   
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Previous studies on sentence production and syntactic processing were 
reviewed in this section.  In addition to the findings in psycholinguistic experiments,  
syntactic pr iming effects have been well established in some neurophysiologic 
studies as well.   More neurophysiologic s tudies on this topic will  be reviewed in 
Chapter 6 .  
 
2.4 The present study  
The present study aims to reveal where the difficulty of sentence production, or  
more specifically the grammatical encoding process,  l ies in L2 learners.   A picture 
description task will be put to use for the achievement of this goal.  This is because 
a concept is depicted in a  picture,  and therefore describing a  picture means to 
produce a  message about the given concept.  Thus,  picture description is a task of  
selecting the appropriate vocabularies,  constructing the framework or  slots for  the 
words of the sentence, and to insert the selected vocabulary into the appropriate slots.   
Since the message generation process (cf.  Levelt, 1993 , Figure 1) does not vary in  
picture description tasks, it  makes it possible to compare the grammatical encoding 
process among participants.  This task, therefore,  meets the purpose of the present  
study, which is to investigate how the grammatical encoding process automatizes as  
learners get more proficient.  
Among many processes done during the grammatical encoding, it is unclear  
how lexical selection would affect Japanese EFL learners.  Moreover,  i t is unknown 
whether a  proficiency dependency for  syntactic priming would be observed w hen 
lexical processing is controlled.   Thus, we planned to conduct  an experiment to 
examine how the lexical selection process affects oral L2 sentence production using a  
picture description task.  However,  i t was necessary to verify that Japanese EFL 
learners could conduct the picture description task without any problems.  In order  
to find if there are any constraints in conducting a picture description task for  L2 
learners,  particular ly,  Japanese EFL learners,  a pilot study was conducted.  The 
pilot study focused on revealing the characteristics of Japanese EFL learners when 
they describe a  picture, by examining their  eye-movements during speech production.  
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This pilot study will be introduced in the next chapter.  
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3. Experiment  1A: A pilot  study on grammatical encoding during L2 sentence  
production - An eye-tracking study- 
 
     This chapter introduces the pilot study to examine how Japanese EFL learners 
would describe a  pictured event.   This pilot study focused on the grammatic al 
encoding process using the eye movement tracking technique, since eye movements  
are thought to represent the process of language processing, and in particular, the  
process of grammatical encoding (Griffin & Bock, 2000; Ono, Ying, Ono, & Sakai,  
2009) .  
     In the field of language studies, eye tracking is a  method more commonly used 
in reading experiments.  However some research has used this technique to 
investigate speech processing.  Griffin and Bock (2000) monitored the eye 
movements of native speakers of English as they described simple pictured events.   
They found out that when speakers produce a transitive sentence, they gaze at the 
related object before they produce a noun phrase.   This research established that eye 
movements and the speakers’ la nguage processing are connected to each other.   
Relationship between the gazing and speech is not limited to English.   Ono, et al.  
(2009) examined whether  native speakers of Japanese would display similar gaze 
patterns as Griffin and Bock (2000) demonstrat ed.  The result revealed that the 
gaze-utterance correspondence is invariant even when speakers produce sentences 
with non-subject-first  word order  languages like Japanese.   
     Research on eye movements and speech processing is stil l limited in native 
speakers’ language use.   Since there was lit tle research on foreign language learners’ 
speech production, eye movements of Japanese EFL learners while they described a  
scene in English was examined in order to examine their sentence production 
process.   
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3.1 Method 
 
3.1.1 Participants  
     Thirty-three Japanese EFL learners participated in the experiment.   They all  
had normal or  corrected-to-normal vision.  Participants were divided into three 
groups based on their overall  scores of Versant English Test  (Pearson Education) .   
This is an approximately fifteen-minute spoken English test for adult non-native 
speakers of English,  and is conducted by telephone.  Six different tasks,  including 
reading sentences, repeating sentences,  answering short questions,  building 
sentences, story retelling,  and answeri ng open questions, are presented in the test,  
and all tasks are presented at a native- like conversational pace to elicit the test takers’ 
oral responses in English.  The test score report is comprised of an overall score,  
and of four  sub scores which are sentence mastery,  vocabulary, fluency, and 
pronunciation.  The overall  score of the test represents the ability to understand 
spoken English and to speak intelligibly at a native - like conversational pace on 
everyday topics,  and is reported in the range from 20 to 80 (Pearson Education, 2008).   
In the present experiment,  the overall score was used as an index of proficiency.  
     Participants were grouped into three different levels to see if the eye 
movements would be affected by the learners’ proficiency level.  The score range of  
the high proficiency group (upper group) was 48 to 75, intermediate proficiency 
group (middle group) was 37 to 46, and the low proficiency group (lower group) was 
20 to 35 points.   Each group’s level corresponds to a certa in level in CEFR, the 
Common European Framework of Reference for languages (Table 1).  
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Table 1. Distribution of participants in each group (Experiment 1).  
 Number  Max min Average SD 
All participants  33 75 23 39.5 12.0 
Upper group (CEFR:B1~)  7 75 48 58.29 8.94 
Middle group (CEFR:A2)  9 46 37 41.33 3.08 
Lower group (CEFR:~A1)  17 35 20 30.71 3.82 
 
3.1.2 Materials  
     Ten black-and-white line drawings were used as stimuli.   Five target stimuli 
represented simple transitive events,  and the remaining five pictures represented 
simple actions, which were used as fillers (See Appendix A for target pictures) .  The 
pictures were all drawn by the experimenter, based on particular verbs with 
familiar ity above 5.9 selected from a database of English vocabulary familiar ity of 
Japanese EFL learners (Yokokawa et a l.,  2006) .  Vocabulary familiar ity is a concept  
of how much people feel they hear  or  see a word.  In contrast to the actual frequency 
of a word, which is the degree of how much a word is actually being used in such as 
newspapers, magazines, or language corpus, familiar ity reflects the internal or  
mental frequency, and it  is scored in the range of 1 (least familiar) to 7 (most  
familiar).   Table 2 shows the selected verbs and their familiar ity scores that were 
used in the target pictures.  
 
Table 2. The familiarity of the assumed verbs in the target pictures.  
Verb Familiarity score 
take 
give 
read 
hit  
teach 
6.75 
6.69 
6.58 
6.16 
5.91 
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3.1.3 Procedure  
     Participants were asked to say one full English sentence that describes the 
presented picture as quickly as possible.  They were asked to try to utter  a t least 
words they come up with even if they were not able to utter  a full sentence.  After  
description, they were instructed to press the space key, which moved them on to the 
next tria l.   Participants participated in the experimental tr ials after completing three 
practice tr ials.   Each tria l consisted of a white blank screen, a fixation point (+)  
placed in the center of the monitor for 2000ms, and a target picture.  Eye 
movements were monitored by an EMR-AT VOXER Model ST-600, and recorded by a  
SONY Digita l HD Video cassette recorder Model GV-HD700.  Stimuli were 
displayed on a  computer  screen (15 inch, 1024 pixels),  and the software used was  
Microsoft PowerPoint.   Speech was recorded with an OLYMPUS Voice Trek V-61 
Recorder.  
 
3.1.4 Analysis  
The data collected from each target pictures were analyzed in the following 
ways.  Firstly, the most common structure produced among all participants was set 
as a  model sentence.   Secondly,  the objects which corresponded to each noun phrase 
in the model sentence were numbered.  For  example in Target 1, the most commonly 
produced structure was, “The mother is reading a book to the boy.”   Sentences that  
contained different words but indicated the same event, for example, “The woman is  
reading a  book to her  son,” were regarded as having an identical structure.   Hence 
the mother was set as object 1, the book as object 2, and the boy as object 3 (see 
Figure 5).  
The association between the initially gazed-upon object and the initially 
referred-to object was observed for each target.  The ratio of the utterance which 
matched the contents of the initially gazed upon object was  calculated.  In addition 
to this, data on response la tency, utterance length, gaze duration and the number of  
gaze counts towards each object were analyzed using one-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) with a significance level of .05.  When significance was  reached, 
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Scheffe’s F test was used for multiple comparisons.  
 
 
Figure 5. The classification of the objects in Target 1.  
 
3.2 Hypothesis  
The hypotheses of the present experiment were the following:  
1.  There is no corresponding relationship between the order of the gaze and 
utterance for lower proficiency learners.  
2.  The gaze duration is longer,  and  the numbers of gaze counts are greater  on objects 
for  low proficiency learners compared to high proficiency learners.  
3.  The response la tency of low proficiency learners is longer compared to that of 
high proficiency learners.  
     Having a  supposition that the gaze order  and the utterance order  was 
correspondent just because they were native speakers, lead s to the first hypothesis.   
Hypothesis 2 is based on the fact that people gaze at objects r ight before mentioning 
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them, and the gaze duration or number of fixation to the objects at th at moment  
increases when they are trying to encode words with low familiar ity (Meyer,  
Sleiderink, & Level t, 1998).  Learners with low proficiency are likely to be less 
familiar  with English words than highly proficient learners, which can result in an 
increase of gaze.   Hypothesis 3 follows from Mehnert (1998),  who found that  
German learners’ fluency of speech improved with more planning time.  To produce 
a sentence accurately,  in the present experiment, participants with low proficiency 
should use more time for planning, and the difference in the planning time is likely to 
appear  in the length of response la tency.  
 
3.3 Results  
     Among the three groups, the middle proficiency group exhibited the highest  
matching rate of the initia lly uttered word and the object gazed upon immediately 
before the utterance in a ll targets except with Target 1.  The agreement ra te of the 
last object gazed upon prior to the utterance and the initial utterance was highest for  
the middle group on average as well.   No significant difference was see n in response 
latencies among the groups except with Target 1.  However, the lower group 
presented a  significantly longer  utterance length per  syllable compared to that of the 
upper and middle groups.  Significant differences in gaze count and gaze duratio n 
for  objects were found for Targets 1,  3, and 4.  Compared to the upper  and middle  
groups, the lower group gazed at a particular object more often in those targets.   For  
Targets 3 and 4, object 2 was gazed upon more often than the other two objects.  No 
common object was gazed upon longer among targets, however, for Targets 3 and 4,  
object 2 and object 3 were gazed upon longer than object 1.  
     Hypothesis 1,  which suggested that there would be no corresponding 
relationship between the order of the gaze a nd the utterance for the low proficiency 
learners,  was not supported.  In fact, the agreement ra te of the gaze and the 
utterance of the lower group were quite close to that of the upper group.  The result 
that the middle group’s agreement rates tended to b e higher compared to the other  
two groups contradicted expectations.   Hypothesis 2,  which predicted the gaze 
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duration and gaze count towards the objects would be longer and greater for low 
proficiency learners, was partia lly sustained.  Significant differences were found 
only for three targets out of the five.   It was revealed that,  the lower group learners  
did not gaze at all of the objects more often or longer as compared to the upper and 
middle group learners for  these targets, but the objects tha t corresponded to the 
predicate of the sentence were gazed upon more.   Hypothesis 3 predicted that low 
proficiency learners would display longer response la tency compared to highly 
proficient learners.  In this study, however,  no significant differences we re found on 
this aspect except for  one target.  This result indicates that learners with lower 
proficiency need to make more effort in planning the sentence structure after  they say 
the first word, than they do for  deciding and uttering the initia l word in  a sentence.   
Instead of starting to speak after planning the whole structure of the sentence,  people 
seem to construct it as they speak.  
 
3.4 Discussion 
    The pilot study found that there is an association between the Japanese EFL 
learners’ oral sentence production and eye movements similar  to  that of native 
speakers, depending on the participants’ proficiency.  Particular ly, middle group 
participants displayed the highest matching rate in their gaze order and utterance,  
whereas the upper and lower group participants’ gaze order and utterance did not  
correspond as much as the middle group participants’.  Although the present study 
focused only on the initial utterance and did not investigate the relationship between 
the second and third uttered words and the eye movements preceding them, the 
results do suggest that the learners’ grammatical encoding process during speech can 
be investigated by measuring their  eye movements.  
     In spite of the findings,  several l imitations of this study cannot be ignored.   
First of a ll , the number of participants in each group varied remarkably, and more 
balanced number of participants with various proficiency levels are recommended.   
Upper  group was especially small and was less than half of the size of the lower 
group (the lower group: n=17, middle group: n=9, upper group: n=7).  Because most  
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of the participants’ proficiencies were below CEFR B1 level, and there were few data  
of those of C1 level and up, this led to an unbalanced classification of participants.   
The boundary of the upper and middle groups was set in between CEFR B1 and A2 
levels, and because of this, the upper group ranged from B2 to C2 levels, which 
contained three levels.  On the contrary, the middle group included only the B1 
level.  This classification might be one of the causes for the present study not  
finding the expected results,  for  instance no differences in the response latency.   
Second limitation is that the control of the five target pictures was not enough.   
Since the assumed verb in Target 2 (hit) was the only verb that takes two arguments,  
Target 2 was alien to its nature compared to the other four targets, which is very 
likely that this feature affected the results.  In the aspect of gazing, Target 5 
differed in quality.  The area set as Obj ect 2 included two points to gaze, which 
should not have been put together as a single area.   
     This experimental method comes short in investigating the participants’ 
internal processing.  Thus measuring brain activation would be another  effective 
method to investigate the low proficiency learners’ sentence production process.   
This is because brain activation is a display of the internal processing, and since it  is  
likely to be difficult to collect data  on spoken sentences from learners with low 
proficiency (because of limitations to produce language) , there is high chance for  
this method to reveal what causes learners to struggle when they are trying to speak.  
     Results of the pilot study most importantly showed that picture description is a  
practicable task for Japanese EFL learners.   It  also showed that sentence structure 
building is likely to be the main problem for  lower proficiency level speakers.  Due 
to the small number of participants, it is stil l unknown which part of syntactic  
processing is difficult.  Determining which process in sentence building interferes  
with natural speech is an issue that needs to be investigated in order to develop more 
effective teaching methods.   Consulting these results and the limitations, attention 
will be given on collecting sufficient number of participants and on making 
reasonable control in the mater ials in the following experiments.   The results of the 
pilot study indicate that the process of forming a syntactic structure is one of the 
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major stumbling blocks in producing a  sentence,  especially for  lower proficiency 
level learners.  However, it  is unknown how the lexical retrieval process is affected,  
and it appears to be necessary to control the conditions of lexical retrieval in order to 
investigate its effect on sentence production in the next experiment.   This 
experiment focuses on how lexical processing affects the syntactic pr iming in 
Japanese EFL learners of different proficiencies.  
     Similar  to the previous pilot experiment,  the experimental method  is an oral 
picture description task.   When describing a  picture,  people do not need to go 
through the conceptualization process.  Therefore, the task is to select the 
appropriate vocabulary from their  mental lexicon, construct the framework of the 
sentence,  and insert the selected vocabulary into the appropriate slots.   In order to 
control the lexical selection process in a picture description task, the present study 
compared the performance differences describing the same picture in two different  
conditions: the lexically overt (with-words) and covert (without-words) conditions.   
Showing the pictures with words should facilitate the lexical selection process when 
producing a sentence.  The experiment consisted of two sessions.   In the first  
session, participants read a prime sentence before describing a  picture (Experiment  
1B),  whereas in the second session this reading procedure was not required 
(Experiment 1C).  Details of Experiment 1B will be presented in the next chapter.  
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4. Experiment 1B: The effect of word retrieval during L2 sentence production  
 
     In Experiment 1B, participants were instructed to read aloud the presented 
sentence,  and to describe the  pictured event subsequently presented on the computer  
screen.  Participants’ speech was recorded while they spoke.  The next section 
gives details of the methods used in the experiment.  
 
4.1 Method 
 
4.1.1 Participants  
     46 Japanese EFL learners participated in the experiment (15 male, 31 female;  
mean age = 24.1 years,  SD = 6.07 years).  T hey all had normal or  
corrected-to-normal vision.  The participants were all between 18 and 30 years old.   
The average age at the onset of learning English was 11 years old.  There were five 
participants who stayed in English speaking countries for more than three years 
before the age of ten.   Remaining participants received normal English education in 
Japan from junior  high school.   Participants were divided into four proficiency 
groups according to their  Versant English Test  scores.  The four groups correspond 
to the levels provided by the Common European Framework of Reference for  
languages (CEFR).  Those in levels B2, C1 and C2 in CEFR will  be called the high 
proficiency group or shown as “B2+” in tables and graphs (Versant scores 59 -80, 
n=12).   Similarly,  CEFR B1 level learners will  be listed as the upper intermediate 
group (Versant scores 49-57, n=10),  CEFR A2 level learners as the lower 
intermediate group (Versant scores 36-46, n=12), and CEFR A1 level and under A1 
level learners as the low proficiency group, and shown as “A1 -” in tables and  graphs  
(Versant scores 20-35, n=12).  
 
4.1.2 Materials  
     The primary materials of the experiment consisted of target pictures and prime 
sentences.  There were 40 target pictures that could be described with a  dative 
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sentence,  and 80 filler  pictures  that  did not depict a  dative event .  Each of the 
pictures was paired with a pr ime sentence of the same type.  The material verbs will  
be explained in the following section.  
 
Verbs 
     Ten dative verbs ( teach, show, give, hand, sell  / write, tell, lend, pass, send)  
that allow both prepositional-object (PO) and double-object (DO) constructions were 
selected from the database of English vocabulary familiar to Japanese EFL learners  
(Yokokawa et a l. , 2006)  for  use in the target tr ials.  (See Chapter  3, section 3.1.2  
Materia ls for details of vocabulary familiarity.)  The familiarity score of the 
selected dative verbs were all  above 5.6,  except for  lend (4.61).  Dative verbs were 
divided into two groups of five.  One of the group’s verbs was used in pr iming 
sentences,  and the remaining group’s verbs were used in the pictures.  According to  
McDonough (2006) , dative verbs can be classified based on their functions.   In this  
experiment,  “verbs of communicated message” ( teach, show, write,  te ll) , and “verbs  
of giving” (give, hand, sell , lend, pass,  send) were used.  The dative verbs were 
divided so that the number of these two types of dative verbs was equal in each group 
(See Table 3 for  grouping).  
 
Table 3. Dative verbs used in the pictures and the priming sentences. Numbers  in 
brackets indicate the familiarity score (Yokokawa et al. , 2006). Type of verb is based 
on McDonough (2006).  
Pictures Priming sentences  Type of Verb 
teach (5.91)  
show (6.44)  
give (6.69)  
hand (6.39)  
sell  (5.61)  
write (6.38)  
tell (6.24)  
lend (4.61)  
pass (6.00)  
send (5.73)  
Verbs of communicated message  
 
Verbs of giving 
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     In the following section, how the verbs above were used in the picture s and 
sentences will be explained. 
 
Experimental pictures  
    120 black and white line drawings,  which were selected from websites  for  
Japanese-language teachers offering free materials,  were used in the experiment  
(URL will be found in the Reference).  There were eight pictures per  verb 
designated for  the target picture,  which made forty dative event pictures (e.g.,  5  
dative verbs × 8 pictures＝40 dative pictures).   The events included an agent,  an 
action, a patient, and a beneficiary of the action.  The remaining 80 pictures served 
as fillers.  They depicted transitive events (e.g.,  a man eating a  cake),  intransitive 
events (e.g., a baby crying), or other events that could be described with a  
construction of adjective predicate, for example,  “ the building is tall” or, “ the boy is  
angry.”  
     Each picture was carefully selected to make sure that there were eight different  
events, and sentences produced by the participants would not include the same direct 
object,  in order  to prevent learning effects.  All of the 120 pictures were processed 
into two versions.   One of the versions only had the intended verb printed on it and 
not the nouns.  This condition will be expressed as the without -words condition in 
the present study.  The other  version had both the verb and nouns printed.  This  
condition will be called the with-words condition (these will be shown as “word-”  
and “word+” respectively in figures and tables).   The 120 p ictures were divided into 
two groups of 60 to create two test sets.  Participants were given one of the test sets  
in Experiment 1B, and the other  in Experiment 1C.  Each test set included both 
versions of one picture.  Therefore,  participants encountered the same picture twice  
under the different conditions during the experiment.  
 
Prime sentences  
     There were 120 prime sentences (consulted Morishita et al., 2010) that were 
each paired with the pictures.  40 prime sentences were of a  dative construction.  
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20 of the 40 sentences were PO construction sentences (e.g.,  The customer writes the 
letter to the engineer), while the remaining half were DO sentences (e.g., The 
customer writes the engineer  the letter)  (See Appendix C for the whole list).  The 
direct objects of the sentences were all  different.  The filler  sentences represented 
constructions other  than datives.  They were composed of transitive verbs such as 
open,  intransitive verbs such as smile ,  or  of am, is,  and are ,  which allowed for  
adjective predicate constructions (e.g.,  The new yellow car is fast) .  
     The 120 pictures were divided into two sets of 60 items ( test set A and test set 
B), which contained ten PO pictures and ten DO pictures, and 4 0 filler pictures.   In 
each set, both of the versions of each picture were included.  In other words, i t was  
designed so that the participants would encounter  the same picture of a different 
version twice while they went through Experiment 1B, one time with the nouns, and  
one time without the nouns printed on it .  
 
Sound 
     A short beep sounded at the same time the picture was presented.  This was 
used as a  marker  to calculate the response la tency.  Response latency, which is the 
time spent before the response started after the stimulus was given, was measured 
from the beep sound to the point when the critical utterance star ted,  in the present  
study.  Utterance length was measured from the speech onset to offset of the last 
word of the whole utterance.  Participants were able to hear  the beep sound, 
however they were not told that the sound was used to measure their response 
latency. 
 
Questionnaire  
     In addition to the basic data  such as age,  participants’ information related to 
English education was collected via  questionnaire.   They were asked 1)  the age they 
started learning English,  2) whether  they had experience living abroad, and for those 
who answered yes in the second question, 3)  the country they lived in,  the age they 
started living there,  the language they had used,  and the years of living were  asked in 
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addition.  See Appendix  D for  the actual format of questionnaire.  
 
4.1.3 Procedure  
     Each participant was tested alone in a  quiet room.  At the beginning, 
participants were given a description of the experiment and signed the written 
acceptance if they agreed.  Participants first  took the Versant English Test, which 
took approximately 15 minutes.   After  this proficiency test had been completed,  
instructions of Experiment 1B were given.  While participants listened to the 
instructions, they also read the instructions on a written form (Appendix E).   
Participants were told that the purpose of the experiment was to see how Japanese 
EFL learners would describe a given picture.  The procedure of a tr ial was explained 
to the participants as follows.  First,  a message saying, “Ready?” would appear  on 
the computer screen.  When the space bar was pressed, the message would disappear  
and four  cross marks (++++) would appear,  which  they were instructed to look at.   
After  a  few seconds,  the marks would automatically be replaced by an English 
sentence.   This sentence was required to be read out  loud, and when the reading was  
finished, participants were told to press the space bar.  Finally, a picture would 
appear on the computer screen, accompanied by a beeping sound, and the participants 
were told to produce one sentence that best described the depicted scene as quickly 
and accurately as possible.   
 
    
 
 
Figure 6. Example of tr ial in Experiment 1B. 
 
 
 
Ready?  
 
+ + + +  
 
T h e  c u s t o m e r  w r i t e s  t h e  l e t t e r  t o  t h e  e n g i n e e r .  
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     Participants were told to make sure to produce a  sentence that contained a  
subject,  and not to produce imperative sentences or exclamatory  sentences.  In 
addition to these restrictions, the sentences also had to include the words printed on 
the pictures.   However, the forms of the words were allowed to be changed as the 
participants liked, for  instance into past tense or  plurals (e.g.,  GIVE could be uttered 
“gave”, apple could be uttered “apples”).  They were informed that sometimes there 
would be more than one word on the picture.  
     After  the participants heard the instructions,  they went through four  practice 
tria ls.   The verbs used in the practice tr ials were work , run,  and be .  When the 
participants finished the practice tria ls, they were asked if they had any questions,  
and when it was confirmed that they understood the procedure, the participants  
moved on to the experimental tr ials.  It  was explained that there were 120 pictures 
in all, and when they finished 60 pictures, a message saying that they had finished 
the first half of the experiment would appear  on the screen.  Participants were 
allowed to take a rest a t this point,  and they were also able to rest when ever  the 
computer was presenting the message “Ready?” on the screen.  The  approximate 
time required for Experiment 1B was 30-40 minutes.  
 
4.2 Hypothesis  
     Lexical selection is essentia l in verbaliz ing a message ( cf. Figure 2).  If low 
proficiency learners have problems in the processes of speech production, the 
problem could lie in the lexical processing .  If lexical selection is not conducted 
smoothly, i t is l ikely to affect the positional processing, which is the subsequent 
process.  In Experiment 1B, when the words are not presented, the participants must  
retr ieve the words they need to describe the picture  from their mental lexicon.  This 
should require more cognitive load than describing pictures with the words presented,  
and thus no need for  retr ieval.  Thus we hypoth esized that the syntactic priming rate 
will  become smaller in without -words conditions,  since a  large amount of the 
cognitive resources would be devoted to lexical processing, and unable to make use 
of the syntactic structure presented as pr ime.  That is,  more syntactic priming effect  
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should be found in the with-words condition compared with the without -words 
condition.  Furthermore,  this trend should be seen more among lower proficiency 
participants.  
 
4.3 Scoring 
     The responses given by the participants were transcribed, and were classified 
as PO, DO or Other.  Responses were scored as PO if the subject and verb were  
followed by a noun phrase which behaved as the patient/theme, and then by a  
prepositional phrase beginning with to which behaved as the beneficiary.  It was 
scored as DO if the verb in the utterance was immediately followed by a noun phrase 
which behaved as the beneficiary, and then by a noun phrase which behaved as the 
patient/theme.  All other responses, for example utterances with only one object 
(e.g.,  He is selling the necklace), or utterances with incorrect word order (e.g.,  He 
give to a gir l a r ing) , were scored as Other.  Even when the structure was either PO 
or DO, it was scored as Other if the designated verbs were not used in the utterance.   
PO and DO responses were divided into primed or unprimed.  For instance, a PO 
response after  a PO prime was classified as pr imed, and a DO response after  a PO 
prime as unprimed.  
 
4.4 Results  
     Results of syntactic priming will be reported in this section from two 
perspectives.  One is the syntactic pr iming rate, which is the proportion of pr imed 
responses,  and the other is the reaction time.   
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4.4.1 Proportion of primed responses  
Table 4 . The participants’  total number of responses.  
  PO    DO    Other     
 Prime A1- A2 B1 B2+ A1- A2 B1 B2+ A1- A2 B1 B2+ 
All PO 154 174 154 144 34 33 22 63 52 33 24 33 
 DO 150 162 124 144 36 34 32 63 54 44 44 33 
 Total  304 336 278 288 70 67 54 126 106 77 68 66 
word + PO 85 89 78 75 25 22 17 38 10 9 5 7 
 DO 81 92 64 78 27 19 25 35 12 9 11 7 
 Total  166 181 142 153 52 41 42 73 22 18 16 14 
word -  PO 69 85 76 69 9 11 5 25 42 24 19 26 
 DO 69 70 60 66 9 15 7 28 42 35 33 26 
 Total  138 155 136 135 18 26 12 53 84 59 52 52 
 
     Table 4 shows the actual number of participants’ responses.  These results  
show that overall, par ticipants had a tendency to use PO constructions more than DO 
constructions.   Such similar bias for  PO construction was seen in Morishita  et a l.  
(2011),  which might a llude to a tendency for Japanese EFL learners.  It can  also be 
pointed out that the total number of Other  responses was largest in the A1 - group,  
and decreased as the proficiency level increased.  
     Pr iming rate was obtained by dividing the number of primed responses by the 
sum of pr imed and unprimed responses.  The Other responses were excluded from 
the analysis,  so that the sum of priming rate and unprimed rate would be 100%.  In 
order  to evaluate the priming effect,  we subtracted 50% from the obtained priming 
rate, and analyzed in a one-sample t- test to see whether it was significantly larger  
than zero.  Figure 7 shows the priming rate compar ing by with-words and 
without-words conditions.  
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Figure 7.  Syntactic pr iming rate in with-words (word+) and without -words (word-)  
conditions.  
 
     Overall,  priming effect was significant in the without -words condition ( t(45) = 
2.837, p = .007).   However it  was not signi ficant in the with -words condition.  
According to the participants’ proficiency, significant pr iming effect was found in 
the  upper  intermediate group (B1),  both in with -words ( t(9)  = 2.628, p = .027) and 
without-words ( t(9)  = 2.950, p = .016) conditions.  The lower intermediate group 
(A2) exhibited a nearly significant pr iming effect in the without -words condition 
(t(11) = 2.160, p = .054).  No significance was found either  in the high proficiency 
group (B2+) or  the low proficiency group (A1-)  in either  condition.  
 
4.4.2 Reaction t imes  
     Response la tency and utterance length were analyzed in a three-way analysis of  
variance (ANOVA).  Word conditions (+/ -) and prime (PO/DO) were the 
within-participants factors, and proficiency level (A1-/A2/B1/B2+) was the 
between-participants factor.  Overall , no significant main effect of any factors was  
obtained by the ANOVA of response latency.  However, there was a main effect of  
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word (F(1, 42) = 4.276, p = .045) in the analysis of utterance length.   No interaction 
was found between the factors  of word and prime.  Further analysis of  the 
participants’ proficiency was conducted only on PO responses.  This was because 
there was very lit tle data available for DO responses, especially for the low 
proficiency group (only two participant’s data was valid) .  
 
Figure 8. The utterance length in the primed condition of PO responses.  
 
Figure 9. The utterance length in the unprimed condition of PO responses.  
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     Figures 8 and 9 show the mean utterance length of PO responses.   The results  
of ANOVA showed that utterance length was significantly longer in the 
without-words condition, compared to the with-words condition when responses were 
primed, for A1- (F(1, 41) = 18.35, p = .000) and A2 level participants ( F(1, 41)  = 
5.53, p = .024).  No significant difference was found between with -words and 
without-words conditions when it was unprimed.  In summary, the results of 
Experiment 1B show that the lexical selection process affects syntactic pr iming and 
appears as  a difference in utterance length in both the lower and lower intermediate 
groups.  
 
4.4.3 The order effect of word presence  
     Participants encountered each picture twice during the experiment, and they 
were shown one with the objects’ names written on the pictures (with-words 
condition) , and were shown the other without the names written (without-words  
condition) .  As shown below, half of the pictures were shown with the objects’ 
names written in the first half of the experiment  and without the names in the latter  
half (Figure 10a) , while the remaining pictures were shown without the names first 
(Figure 10b).   
First half of the session   Second half of the session 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
(b) 
 
 
Figure 10. Example of pictures in the first and second half of the session  (Experiment  
1B).  
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Data was analyzed to see whether the syntactic pr iming effect for the target  
tria ls differed due to the order of the pictures.  Data analysis was conducted as 
previously explained (priming rate = number of primed responses / the sum of pr imed 
and unprimed responses) .  The difference of the priming rate in the first half of the 
session and second half of the session was then calculated (priming rate of first half 
– second half).   Figure 11 shows the difference of pr iming rate between the first and 
second half of the experimental session, overall,  and by  the participants’ proficiency.  
 
Figure 11. Difference of priming rate between the first  and second half of the session  
in Experiment 1B. 
 
The results show that the order  of the word presence affect ed syntactic priming.   
Overall , the difference of priming rate between with-words and without-words  
conditions were nearly significant only when the without-words condition was  
presented first and the with-words condition later ( t(90)= -1.60, p=0.056).   In other  
words,  greater  syntactic pr iming effect was seen when participants described a  
particular  picture first  without the aid of words,  and then with words.  Classified by 
the proficiency level,  only the lower intermediate group (A2) showed such 
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performance ( t(22)= -2.401, p=0.012).  
 
4.5 Discussion 
The present experiment shows that the priming effect is significant in the 
without-words condition, in which participants were required to select words from 
their  mental lexicon.  This tended to be more salient in intermediate level learners.   
One possible explanation for  this is that in the without -words condition, more 
cognitive load was required in word processing compared to the with -words 
condition, and as a result, there was litt le  in the way of cognitive resource left for  
syntactic processing.  Another possibility is that forced lexical processing may have 
affected the participants’ responses.  In other  words, word processing may have 
suppressed syntactic processing.  When words were given in the with-words 
condition, one must read and retr ieve the meanings of the given words.  Considering 
that the participants were foreign language learners, such forced le xical processing 
may have led them to turn their attention to semantic processing, and re duced the 
cognitive resources available for  syntactic processing.  For this reason, learners  
could not make use of the syntactic template given by the prime.   The results of the 
order  effect of word presence also suggest the importance of word retr ieval.  When 
words were presented in the first  half of the session, it ma de it easier to retrieve the 
same word in the second half of the session since it had been recently activated.   
Thus, since less cognitive load was required for word retr ieval, activation of  
syntactic representation might have been suppressed.  
Another  finding of the present study is that there is a  proficiency dependency 
in syntactic pr iming, similar  to that seen in previous studies (Morishita et a l. , 2010;  
Morishita,  2011).  This indicates that there are developmental changes needed to 
complete the learners’ syntactic representation.  We found an inverted U -shaped 
development for the syntactic pr iming rate.  Intermediate level learners showed the 
greatest priming effect and there was almost no priming effect for the lower level  
learners.   Additionally,  after reaching a peak in the intermediate level, the priming 
effect dropped in the high proficiency level groups ( See Figure 7) .  It has been 
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suggested that the syntactic pr iming effect is initiated by the residual activation of 
combinatoria l nodes in the syntactic representation (Pickering & Branigan, 1998).   
The results of the present study indicate that the way the combinatorial nodes are  
activated differ s subject to the learners ' proficiency.  We assume that the activation 
of a  specific combinatoria l node strongly persists within the intermediate level 
learners’ syntactic representation.  Since one of the nodes was strongly activated,  
intermediate level learners tended to reuse the same structure (priming effect).  On 
the other  hand, we assume that acti vation had spread to the other  combinatorial node 
in the high proficiency learners, which allowed them to use both constructions.   
This perhaps explains  why the priming rate was low in the high level learners.   
Assuming that  the performance by high proficiency learners of the present study 
should be similar to that of the L1 speakers of English in Morishita  (2011),  i t  can be 
said that the inverted U-shaped results in syntactic priming has been replicated.   A 
study that compared syntactic priming between Eng lish speaking children and adults 
showed a  linear  increase in the priming rate from 3 -4 year-olds,  5-6 year-olds, and to 
adults (Rowland et a l. , 2012) .   Although we cannot make a firm statement,  children 
older than 7 years old might be similar to the intermediate level learners of the 
present study.  
     Results of the reaction times have several implications.  One is that syntactic  
structure is most likely to be processed in parallel with lexical retrieva l.  If lexical  
processing is completed before speech production is initia ted,  the effect of the 
presented word should have appeared both in response la tency and utterance length.   
However, the effect of word presentation was seen only in utterance length.   
Apparently response la tencies seem to  have a rela tion with the scope of planning.  
Smith and Wheeldon (1999)  reported that L1 speakers of English seem to complete  
planning the first  phrase of an utterance prior  to speech onset,  while the remaining 
part of the sentence is not planned.  They pointed out that in the grammatical  
encoding process, lemma access is completed for the first phrase of an utterance.   
Considering this point, lexical retrieval process is an essential factor associated with 
response latency.  Although response la tency did not necessarily correlate with 
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proficiency level in the present experiment, this aspect needs more clarification in 
future studies.   
     If syntactic priming effect is significant,  the time required for determining and 
building the syntactic structure will be shortened (Corley & Scheepers, 2002).   
Furthermore, if lexical processing does affect syntactic processing, it is l ikely that 
the response latency will become shorter when words are present, since the cognitive 
load is smaller in that condition compared to the without -words condition.  The 
results of the present study have constantly shown longer utterance length in the 
without-words condition, and in the unprimed condition.  Contrary to the prediction,  
there was no significant difference in response latency.  However, there  is evidence 
for  speeded response la tency in syntactic priming experiments  (Segaert, Menenti,  
Weber, & Hagoort, 2011) , and in syntactic pr iming with repeated use of words 
(Wheeldon, Smith, & Apperly, 2011) .   Perhaps the response la tency did not change 
in the present study because the instructions  given to the participants  did not 
emphasize the reaction speed so much.  Participants could spend as much time as  
they wished, and thus did not induce a  pr iming effect.  Although there was no 
significance in response latency, from the results of utterance length we infer  that  
sentence production will not become fluent just by providing the words, if the 
structure is not ready for  use.  This can be deduced from the fact that the effect of  
word presentation was found only in the primed condition.  If only lexical retrieval 
processing inhibits automatic sentence production processing, the utterance length 
should have been longer  a lways in the without -words condition, regardless of 
whether it was primed or unprimed.  This indicates that automatization of lexical 
processing is a  prerequisite for  fluent sentence production, and therefore, activities  
that would emphasize lexical processing abilities are even more required in foreign 
language classrooms.  
     Experiment 1B has shed light on one end of the process of automatization of 
sentence production by Japanese EFL learners.  In summary, the results indicate that 
lexical processing affects syntactic processing when Japanese EFL learners orally 
produce L2 sentences.  Similar  to the findings of previous studies, the present study 
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has also found evidence that syntactic pr iming depends on proficiency.  Although 
syntactic pr iming in the present study caused no significant difference in the 
response latency, modified instructions would possibly change this result, which 
requires fur ther research on this topic.  
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5. Experiment 1C:  The effect  of word retrieval during L2 sentence production  -  
An investigation from the baseline -  
 
    Experiment 1B considered the syntactic priming effect during oral sentence 
production, and the results  showed a proficiency dependency in the syntactic pr iming 
effect .  However in the analysis  of Experiment 1B, priming effect was calculated by 
looking at the relationship between the prime and the target,  and not by changes from 
a control condition.  Thus it  is essential to analyze the response in the  baseline  
condition where there are no prime sentences before picture description.  After  
completing Experiment 1B, participants  had a rest and then Experiment 1C began.  
The task was similar to Experiment 1B, however it differed in that it did not require  
reading prime sentences.   
 
5.1 Method 
       The mater ials, participants and apparatus were identical, and the design 
mostly replicated that of Experiment 1B.  It was divided into two sections  of 60 
tria ls each, which made 120 tria ls in total.  It  was controlled so that the participants  
would be confronted with the picture set which they did not encounter in Experiment  
1B.  Thus, those who went through test set A in Experiment 1B were assigned to test 
set B in Experiment 1C, and vice versa.   In this way,  the participants encounter ed 
120 different pictures in total.  
     The participants  were told that first  a message saying, “Ready?” would appear  
in the center of the computer screen, which would disappear when the space bar was 
pressed.  Four cross marks (++++) would then appear.  After a few seconds, a  
picture, accompanied by a beeping sound, would replace the marks.  Participants  
were asked to produce a sentence that best described the depicted scene as quickly 
and accurately as possible.  They were told that the sente nces must have a subject,  
and could not be an imperative sentence or  an exclamatory sentence.   As in 
Experiment 1B, the sentences had to include all the words printed on the pictures .   
Participants were allowed to change the form of the words,  for  instance into past 
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tense or plurals.   Figure 12 is an example of a trial in Experiment 1C. 
 
   
 
Figure 12. Example of a tr ial in Experiment 1C.  
 
     Similar  to Experiment 1B, there were 120 tr ials in a ll,  and participants were 
informed when the first  60 tr ials were finished.  They were allowed to take a rest a t 
this point  if they wished.  Additionally,  they were also able to rest whenever  the 
computer was presenting the message “Ready?” on the screen.  The approximate 
time required for Experiment 1C was 30 minutes.  
 
5.2 Scoring 
    Speech data  collected was transcribed, and it was labeled as PO, DO or Other  
based on the same criteria  as used in Experiment 1B.  The number of each 
construction was calculated from the data,  and it was compared with that of 
Experiment 1B.  A three by two ANOVA  ( the factors were PO prime, DO prime, or  
No prime, and word+ or word-) was conducted for  the total  of 240 responses.  
 
5.3 Results  
 
5.3.1 Production rate  
     Of the 240 tria ls in Experiments 1B and 1C, 67.3% were PO responses, 17.3% 
were DO responses, and 15.4% were Other responses (Figure 13) .  These results  
show that Japanese EFL learners have a strong bias towards PO construction, and this  
accords with the findings by Morishita  et a l.  (2011).  
 
 
Ready? 
 
+ + + +  
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Figure 13. Proportion of produced structures in Experiment 1B and 1C. 
 
     Next, pr iming effect for  each construction was analyzed.  The figure below 
shows the proportion of PO responses that followed one of the three prime types .   
These priming rates were calculated by dividing the number of PO responses by the 
total number of primes.  For instance, there were ten PO prime tria ls in a  
with-words (word+) condition.  When the participant responded in a PO 
construction seven times out of the 10 PO tria ls, the PO priming rate in this condition 
was calculated as 70%.  The following Figure 14 shows the PO production rates of  
the 46 participants.  
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Figure 14. Proportion of PO responses.  
 
     Results of ANOVA showed a main effect of word, and the PO production rate 
was significantly higher  in the with-words condi tion compared to the without -words 
condition (F(1, 42) = 10.665, p=.002).  We’ve also found a n effect of pr ime, and 
there were more PO responses when the prime was PO compared to when the prime 
was DO (PO priming effect)  (F(1,  42)  = 4.541, p = .032).   On the other  hand, there  
was no significant difference between the PO prime condition and the no prime 
condition.  No interaction was  found between word and prime.    
     While there was a PO priming effect,  we could not find a DO priming effect.   
The following Figure 15 shows the proportion of DO responses in each prime 
condition.  The priming rate was calculated in the same manner as it was for the PO 
responses.   
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Figure 15. Proportion of DO responses.  
 
     There was a  main effect of word, which means that there were more DO 
responses in the with-words condition in a ll  three prime conditions ( F(1,  42)  = 
29.759, p=.000).  However,  there was no main effect of prime  nor an interaction 
between the two factors.  DO prime did not r esult in more DO production compared 
to PO or no prime conditions.  
     We also analyzed the data of Other responses.   Figure 16 shows the rate of 
Other responses when the preceding prime was either  PO or DO, or when there were 
no prime sentences.   The ANOVA showed that there was a main effect of word, and 
in the without-words condition (word-),  there were significantly more Other  
responses (F(1, 42)  = 104.656, p=.000).  There also was an effect of pr ime, and 
there were significantly more Other  response s in the DO prime condition compared to 
the no prime condition ( F(2,  41)  = 3.940, p=.039).   The interaction of word and 
prime was not significant.  
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Figure 16. Proportion of Other responses.  
 
     To summarize, in the analysis of a ll  46 participants , there was a significant PO 
priming effect in contrast to DO prime condition, however,  PO priming effect was not 
significant in comparison to the no prime condition.  On the contrary, there was no 
DO priming effect, whether  in comparison to the PO prime or the no prime condition.  
Production of Other responses increased in the DO prime condition comp ared to the 
no prime condition.  
     So far, we have analyzed and discussed the results of the whole group of  46  
participants.  In the next section, we will  look into the data  by dividing the 
participants into four  groups based on  their  proficiency levels to see how L2 
processing becomes more automatic as learners proficiency increases .  
 
5.3.2 Production rate by the participants’ proficiency  
     The 46 participants were divided into four  proficiency groups according to 
their Versant English Test scores.  The cr iter ia for grouping was the same as that in 
Experiment 1B, and the groups were labeled as “B2+”  for those who are in levels B2, 
C1 and C2 in CEFR (Versant scores 59-80, n=12), “B1” for  those in CEFR B1 level  
(Versant scores 49-57, n=10),  “A2” for  those in CEFR A2 level (Versant scores 36 -46, 
n=12),  and “A1-” for those in CEFR A1 level and under A1 level (Versant scores 
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20-35, n=12).   The following Figure 17 shows data of PO production rate in three 
different pr ime conditions.   
 
 
Figure 17. Proportion of PO responses by proficiency.  
 
     The ANOVA has revealed that the effect of prime was significant only in the 
B1 group, and PO production increases in case s of PO prime compared to that of DO 
prime (F(2,  41)  = 6.812, p=.002).   In other words,  the PO priming effect was 
significant only in the B1 group.  There was an effect of word in the PO prime 
condition for the A1- group (F(1, 42) = 8.539, p=.006), and in the DO prime 
condition for  the A2 group ( F(1,  42) =  6.185,  p=.017).  Interaction of the three 
factors (prime, word, and proficiency) was not significant.  
     Figure 18 shows the proportion of DO responses by the participants’ 
proficiency level in the three prime conditions.  As mentioned in the previous  
section, there was only an effect of word, and no effect of pr ime in the case of DO 
response.  The ANOVA has shown that the effect of word was significant among all  
groups.  In the B1 group, the number of DO responses has increased significantly in 
the PO prime condition ( F(1,  42) = 7.450, p=.009),  DO prime condition ( F(1, 42)  = 
7.907, p=.007)  and the no prime (F(1,  42)  = 10.129, p=.003)  condition, when it was a  
word+ condition.  DO response increase was significant in both PO prime ( F(1, 42)  
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= 11.037,p=.002) and DO prime (F(1, 42) = 7.342, p=.010) conditions in A1- group,  
yet it was only in the PO prime condition for  groups B2+ (F(1, 42)  = 7.286, p=.010) 
and A2 (F(1,  42)  = 6.208, p=.017)  when it  was a word+ condition.  There was no 
interaction of pr ime, word, and proficiency.  
 
 
Figure 18. Proportion of DO responses by proficiency.  
 
     Other responses were also analyzed by proficiency group.  As was reported in 
the previous section, the effect of word was significant in a ll  four  groups.  In other  
words,  Other  responses increased in the without-words condition in a ll  four  
proficiency groups.  The effect of pr ime was significant only for  group B1, and 
there were more Other responses in the DO prime condition compared to PO prime 
condition (F(2,  41)  = 4.861, p=.013) (Figure 19).   The interaction of the three 
factors was not significant.  
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Figure 19. Proportion of Other responses by proficiency.  
 
     Analysis by the participants’ proficiency has shown that ,  PO priming effect  
comparison to DO prime condition was significant only for B1 groups.  The effect 
of word during PO production was found in groups A2 and A1-, however,  i t was in 
cases of PO prime condition for the A1- group while it was in DO prime condition for  
the A2 group.  It has also been revealed that Other responses increases significantly 
in the without-words condition irrespective of the proficiency level.   The effect of  
pr ime in Other  responses was found only for the B1 group, where the number of  
Other responses increased in the DO prime condition compared to the PO prime 
condition.  
 
5.4 Discussion 
     Results of Experiment 1C have revealed a strong bias for PO construction i n 
the baseline condition among Japanese EFL learners.  This is not limited to learners 
of a certa in proficiency level.  This result is consistent with Morishita et al.  (2011)  
that found that Japanese EFL learners tend to use PO construction when describing a  
picture of a dative event.  In the present Experiment 1C, we found a PO priming 
effect while there was no DO priming effect.  This finding could be explained as the 
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ceiling effect of the strong tendency for  the PO response in the baseline condition.  
Because of the strong bias for  PO construction, it  is most likely that PO prime did not  
have enough power to induce more PO structure than the baseline.   While there was 
a PO priming effect, we could not find a DO priming effect.   The proportion of  
Other responses increased in DO prime compared to no prime condition.  This result 
could also be explained by the bias toward PO construction.  In the baseline (no 
prime) condition, participants naturally use PO constructions, but on experiencing 
the DO construction when reading the DO prime sentences, this  might have 
suppressed the use of PO production.  However since the DO prime did not have 
enough power to induce a complete DO construction, participants’ response s ended 
up as Other  responses.   Considering the results of the present study and that of the  
corpus study of syntactic priming which says that the PO and DO constructions  
should be of similar frequency (Gries,  2005) ,  we can speculate that the syntactic 
process of Japanese EFL learners and the native speakers are essentially differen t.   
     While the effect of pr ime was only significant in the PO priming condition, 
there was a significant effect of word in a ll conditions.  When words are presented 
along with the pictures (with-words condition), the number of PO or DO 
constructions increased, while Other responses decreased significantly.   This 
indicates that the lexical retr ieval process greatly affects syntactic processing during 
L2 sentence production.   The presentation of words prevent s the object of the 
sentence from lapsing, such as in “he gives a present  ( to her) .”  This result could be 
partia lly due to the decrease in  cognitive load required for  lexical retrieval ,  which 
has made it possible to invest more cognitive resources in the syntactic process.   
The strong effect of word was seen in all proficiency groups, but the magnitude of  
the word effect seems to differ by the learners’ proficiency, which was also seen in 
Experiment 1B.  This proficiency dependency of word effect will  be discussed 
further in the next section.  
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5.5 General discussion of Experiment 1B and 1C 
     Experiments 1B and 1C investigated how lexical retrieval affects syntactic  
pr iming.  The two experiments ha ve revealed that there is a strong preference for  
PO construction among Japanese EFL learners ,  which coincides with other findings 
on features of Japanese EFL learners (Morishita et a l. , 2011) .  Experiment 1C has 
shown that the PO production rate was also high in th e no prime (baseline) condition.  
There was no significant difference with the PO prime condition, which means that 
there was no PO priming effect  when compared to the baseline.   This result was  
most obvious  in the CEFR B1 group, which was the group that exhibited the strongest  
pr iming effect in Experiment 1B as well.  
  The words used in the present study were all  high on the familiar ity score, and 
thus the presence of words should not have affected the results if syntactic 
processing is independent of lexical processing.  However, both Experiment 1B and 
1C have indicated that  word retrieval process strongly affects syntactic pr iming.   
Based on the changes in the priming rate derived from differences of with- or  
without-words conditions in Experiment 1B, we suggested the possibility of  
differences in the activation of the syntactic representation.   The high priming rate  
found among the CEFR B1 level group, pointed to the possibility that when one 
experiences a specific syntactic structure,  the  combinatoria l nodes in the syntactic 
representation would be strongly activated.  Additionally,  we argued that  the 
activation would not expand to the other  construction (Figure 20).    
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Figure 20. The syntactic representation model of CEFR B1 level learners. A modified 
model of Pickering and Braningan (1998).  
 
     We assume that the findings of Experiment 1C support this idea regarding 
CEFR B1 level learners.   Experiment 1C tested whether there would be a  priming 
effect from the baseline condition.   That is, the effect of the prime itself was 
considered.  When analyzing the data based on the learners’ proficiency level, we 
found that the PO production rate did not differ by prime (PO prime = DO prime = no 
prime) in CEFR A1-, A2, and B2+ groups, while this was not the case with the B1 
group.  PO production rate was higher in the PO prime condition than i n the DO 
prime condition (PO prime = no prime > DO prime).  If the syntactic representation 
is activated in the way discussed above, the combinatoria l node of the DO 
construction should be strongly activated when the speaker experiences a DO prime.  
Since the activation will not spread to the combinatorial node of PO construction, the 
DO construction is likely to be used in the subseq uent speech production.  
Experiment 1C did not show a significant  DO priming effect,  but this could be 
explained by the strong bias for  PO production in the baseline condition.   Thus,  the 
results should be interpreted as a suppression of PO production in the DO prime 
condition and not  as the facilita tion of PO production in the PO prime condition.   
For  this reason, we conclude that the syntactic representation of the CEFR B1 level 
learners should be activated as shown in Figure 20.  
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     Experiment 1B and 1C has investigated how the lexical retr ieval process 
affects Japanese EFL learners’ syntactic process from a psycholinguistic point of 
view.  The findings of Experiment 1B and 1C indicate that learners of different  
proficiency levels are processing linguist ic information in different ways,  which 
implies a difference in the neurophysiological level.  In order  to investigate this  
assumption, an fMRI experiment was conducted.  The next chapter introduces  
previous neuroimaging studies and a pilot experiment for the fMRI experiment in the 
present study.  
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6. Experiment 2A: A pilot  study in preparation for the fMRI experiment  
 
     This pilot study involves an experiment to see whether it i s possible to observe 
the neural substrates of L2 sentence processing by functional magnetic resonance 
imaging ( fMRI).   We will  first  br iefly review neuroimaging research, particularly 
that rela ted to syntactic pr iming.  
 
6.1 Literature review 
 
6.1.1 Measuring neural responses  
     Neural activity is usually reduced when stimuli are repeated.  Such repetition 
suppression in neural activity has been seen at the cell level in the inferotemporal 
cortex of monkeys,  and referred to as stimulus specific adaptation  (Sobotka & Ringo,  
1994).  A method using fMRI enables one to character ize the functional properties  
at the level of hemodynamic changes in humans.  The phenomenon of repetition 
suppression measured with fMRI is referred to as fMRI-adaptation (Grill-Spector & 
Malach, 2001).  Repetition suppression is found when the stimuli are repeated 
immediately and also when there are intervening tr ia ls between the first and second 
presentations.  For instance,  Henson,  Rylands,  Ross,  Vuilleumeir,  and Rugg (2004)  
examined the effect of repetition lag by the presentation of a  visual object during a  
semantic judgment task,  and found that the magnitude of repetition priming 
decreased as lag increased.  This was also shown in the fMRI data,  which showed a  
decrease in the hemodynamic response associated with repetition,  and the magnitude 
of which also decreased as lag increased.  This was also suggested in the field of 
language studies.  Reduced brain activation was found when people viewed and 
named familiar,  as opposed to novel stimuli, even though it  was viewed four  days  
prior to the experiment  (Chao, Weisberg, & Martin, 2002) .  There was less activity 
in the left poster ior region of the fusiform gyrus and the left infer ior frontal cortex 
when reading semantically rela ted word pairs compared to reading unrelated wo rd 
pairs, which mirrored the pattern of reading times  (Wheatley, Weisberg, Beauchamp,  
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& Martin,  2005) .  Similar  to Chao et a l.  (2002), other  object naming studies have 
also demonstrated decreased neural activity even after  three days of delay (van 
Turennout, Ellmore, & Martin, 2000; van Turennout, Bielamowicz, & Martin, 2003) .   
Such adaptation effect is observed not only at the level of words, but also at the level 
of syntax.  In the present chapter,  this phenomenon will  be referr ed to as syntactic  
adaptation.  
 
6.1.2 Syntactic adaptation 
     Syntactic adaptation effect has been established by some recent 
neurophysiologic studies.  When participants passively listened to sentences that 
were repeated two to four times,  a decrease in amplitude of the blood oxygen level 
dependent (BOLD) response was observed after the second presentation of the 
sentence in the superior temporal gyri and sulci, and the left  infer ior  frontal gyrus  
and insula (Dehaene-Lambertz et a l. , 2006) .  Noppeney & Price (2004)  investigated 
syntactic priming using fMRI-adaptation during silent sentence reading.  While the 
syntactic pr iming effect was reflected behaviorally by decreased reading times,  
physiologically, decreased activation was seen in the left anter ior temporal pole  
when participants read sentences that had simi lar syntactic forms with the prime 
sentence.   Segaert, Menenti,  Weber,  Petersson, & Hagoort (2012)  examined whether  
the production and comprehension modalities share the neuronal substrate for  
syntactic processing.  In their  experiment,  participants either  overtly produced or  
heard descriptions of pictures continuously.  Each target item (picture) also served 
as the prime for  the next target item ( the r unning priming paradigm).  Between the 
prime and target, the syntactic structure and the processing modality was either  
repeated or  novel.  When the modality was speaking, syntactic structure was 
controlled by the color  of the pictures,  where they were ins tructed to name the green 
actor before the red actor.  The results showed an adaptation effect to repeated 
syntax (novel syntax > repeated syntax),  in the left  middle temporal gyrus (MTG, BA 
21), left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG, BA 45, extending into BA47 ), and bilateral 
supplementary motor area (BA 6) .  There was no evidence of interaction between 
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syntactic repetition and modality repetition,  in other words,  syntactic adaptation 
across processing modalities did not differ with that of the within processin g 
modalities.  When the modality was limited to speaking, areas sensitive to word 
meaning were distinguished from areas involved in sentence -level semantic  
processing (Menenti, Segaert,  & Hagoort, 2012) .  Overall,  activation associated 
with syntactic processing during both L1 comprehension and production seems t o be 
found mainly in the left infer ior frontal gyri (BA 44/45) and the left middle temporal 
gyrus (BA 21).  Moreover, activation in the supplementary motor area (BA 6) seems 
to decrease during production tasks (Dehaene-Lambertz et a l.,  2006; Haller et al. ,  
2005; Segaert et al. , 2012) .  
     While syntactic adaptation dur ing L1 processing has been studied to some 
extent, l i tt le research has been done with L2 learners.  Weber and Indefrey (2009)  
investigated the syntactic adaptation effect during a reading comprehension task with 
German-English late-acquisition bilinguals.  They found  a  decrease in activity in 
the left middle temporal gyrus, the left  infer ior frontal gyrus, and in the left  
precentral gyrus, when the syntactic structure was repeated from the L1 to L2, and 
within the L2.  The following Figure 21 shows regions that showed decrease in 
neural activity in Weber & Indefrey (2009).  
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Figure 21.  fMRI repetition suppression effects (Weber & Indefrey, 2009, p.1169).  
 
     This is one piece of evidence showing syntactic adaptation across two 
languages in L2 learners.   It  is generally consistent with previous findings of L1 
studies, which indicated that the left IFG and MTG are concerned with syntactic 
processing, and showed this in L2 processing as well.   However, these results might  
be due to the close linguistic distance between the two languages studied, since the 
participants were German learners of English.   It is unknown whether  syntactic 
adaptation would be seen in Japanese EFL learners, since there is the linguistic  
distance between the L1 and L2 is relatively long.  In addition, their study 
investigated the adaptation effect during sentence  reading and not during sentence 
production (speaking).  Whether  the repeated use of a  particular  syntactic structure 
would induce a repetition suppression (syntactic adaptation) effect when producing 
sentences in an L2 or  not,  still  remains to be seen.  The effect of the learners’ 
proficiency is also a matter of interest, since proficiency dependent difference was  
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found in a previous behavioral experiment (Experiment 1B and 1C).  
     The next experiment in the present study will  examine whether there is a  
syntactic adaptation effect when Japanese EFL learners produce sentences overtly.   
Before conducting an fMRI experiment for  the achievement  of this goal,  i t was 
necessary to guarantee that syntactic priming eff ect as a  shortening of response 
latency would be observed outside the MRI scanner  using the same task.  A pilot 
experiment took place for  this reason, and the remaining sect ions in this chapter  
explain the details.  
 
6.2 Method 
     The running priming paradigm using a  picture description task (e.g.,  Segaert et  
al.,  2012) was put to use.  Several changes were made from the original study so 
that Japanese EFL learners could complete the task.  
 
6.2.1 Participants  
     Two female Japanese EFL learners , A and B (A: 25 years old,  B: 26 years old) , 
par ticipated in the pilot experiment.  Their English proficiency was assessed by the 
Versant English Test (score range; 20-80 points).   Participant A’s score was 28, 
while B’s score was 56.   
 
6.2.2 Materials  
     Twenty-four  pictures which were describable using dative verbs (give,  hand,  
sell , show) were selected from Experiment 1B and 1C as target pictures.   The 
present experiment used six of the eight pictures per verb from the mater ia ls in 
Experiment 1B and 1C.  The pictures were edited into two different types.  One of  
them depicted only the agent of the action in the picture (agent on ly picture).   
Objects other than the agent of the action were removed fro m the original picture 
(Figure 22b).  The other type was the colored picture.  This was made by coloring 
two of the three objects in the original picture,  which were either the theme or the 
recipient of the action.  When the theme was colored in red (RGB: 255, 0, 0) , the 
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recipient was colored in green (RGB: 0,  255, 0), and vice versa (Figure 22c, 22d).   
Picture editing was done via Adobe Photoshop CS5 version 12.0,  and colors were 
added using the multiply blending mode.  
     In the experiment, participants were required to describe the pictures by 
referring to the green object before the red object (the stoplight paradigm, Menenti,  
Gierhan, Segaert, & Hagoort,  2011) .  This cont rolled the syntactic structure of the 
produced sentence.   For  instance,  when  picture (c) in Figure 22 is described, a  DO 
construction sentence such as “The man gives the woman a present” is induced.  On 
the other  hand, description of picture (d)  would be in a PO construction, “The man 
gives a present to the woman.”  
 
   
(a) Original                  (b) Agent only 
 
   
(c) DO inducing                 (d) PO inducing  
 
Figure 22. Examples of the edited target pictures  (Experiment 2A).  
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     Twenty-four pictures that do not depict dative events  were newly prepared for  
filler tria ls.   Similar to the target pictures, fil ler pictures were composed of three 
objects.   One of the objects was a human character which became the subject of the 
sentence.   Eight different kinds of characters were selected from w ebsites of free 
materia ls (See Reference for the URL).  The remaining two were non -human objects.   
Fifteen objects that served as themes of the action in the target pictures were selected .  
Their  familiarity scores were over  5.80 according to Yokokawa et a l.  (2006).   
Although the contents were the same, the pictures were not exactly identical to those 
in the target pictures.   For  instance, the picture of  “the present” shown in Figure 22  
was replaced with a different picture that could be named the same way  in the filler  
picture.   This replacement was due to the fact that some objects in the target 
pictures were difficult to separate from the human characters.  The two non -human 
objects in the filler  pictures were colored either  in red or  green, as was done in the 
target pictures (Figure 23).  
 
  
Figure 23. Example of filler pictures (Experiment 2A).  
 
     A 1ms click sound was used as a marker of picture onset for the purpose of data  
analysis.  This click sound was synchronized with the presentation of the colored 
picture.  Response latency and utterance length w ere measured from this click sound 
to the point where the cr itical utterance started.  The click sound was recorded 
through a  different line and thus the participants did not hear the sound.   
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Experimental mater ials were presented on a  computer screen using a  stimulus  
delivery and experimental control program, Presentation
®
 (Neurobehavioural 
Systems).   Speech was recorded by a digita l multi track recorder  BR -800 (Roland).  
 
6.2.3 Procedure  
     Participants were tested one by one inside a sound proof room.  They were 
instructed that the purpose of the experiment was to examine how fast Japanese EFL 
learners could describe a  given picture.   Thus, it  was emphasized that they were 
required to make an utterance as quickly as possible.  After the instructions were 
given, participants went through a  practice session of four  tr ials.  The pictures used 
in the practice tria ls were different from the pictures used in the experimental session.  
If the procedure was not fully understood, the participant had the chance to retry the 
same practice tria l.  Each tr ial in the experimental session composed of two parts.   
First, the picture only with the agent of the action was presented with a  fragment of a  
sentence (e.g. , The man gives …) above the picture.  Fragments for  the filler  tr ials 
did not include a verb, and were something like “The man and… .”  During this  
phase,  participants were required to look at the character and read the sentence 
fragment silently for  2000ms.  Next, the colored objects appeared, and were 
presented for 4000ms, while the sentence fragment remained present.  Participants 
were instructed to produce a sentence that completed the fragment, which they had 
just read silently,  as the colored pictures appeared.  Figure 24 is an example of  
tria ls.    
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Figure 24. Example of tria ls  (Experiment 2A).  
 
     In order to make sure the utterance would be completed within the time limit of  
4000ms, all the non-human objects in the pictures were shown to the participants  
pr ior to the experimental tr ials.  This confirmed that participants A and B were both 
capable of naming the objects.   Reaction time becomes shorter when a word is 
repeated in the prime and the target in an identical function  (Wheeldon et al., 2011) .   
To exclude this effect of word repetition and extract the reaction time derived from 
syntactic priming, the pictures were ordered so that the same objects would not  
appear  sequentially.  
     The experiment consisted of six runs of 32 tr ials.  Each run was composed of  
four blocks of eight tr ia ls.   The four  blocks were separated by a white blank picture 
for  12 seconds.   The tr ial order was  arranged so that there were three conditions 
 
The gir l hands…  
The man sells…  
The gir l hands…  
The man sells…  
 
The gir l  and … 
 
The gir l  and … 
The man gives…  
The man gives…  
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when describing the target picture.  The conditions were (1) Same (PO-PO / 
DO-DO), (2)  Different  (PO-DO / DO-PO), and (3) Control ( filler-PO / filler-DO).  
The first tria l in each block was always a filler tria l.  Each of the three conditions 
appeared twice in one block in a  random order.   In a  full  l ist  of items presented to 
the participant,  the same pictures appeared six times (PO inducing three times,  DO 
inducing three times) in all three conditions.   
     The purpose of this pilot experiment was to verify the following: (1) Whether  
the time limit is sufficient for  Japanese EFL learners to speak or  not, (2)  Whether the 
amount of time required for the experiment is reasonable or  not,  and (3) Whether the 
priming effect would appear as a  shortening of reaction time or  not.   The two 
participants repeated the same procedure after a  one-week interval.  This was done 
to see if the present experimental procedure would exhibit a learning effect, and 
whether the priming effect would be observed repeatedly in the second session.    
 
6.2.4 Scoring 
The response latency and the utterance length were measured from the recorded 
responses.   Response latency is defined as the time from the marker sound (clicking 
sound) to the speech onset.   Utterance length is defined as the time from the speech 
onset to offset.   As previously mentioned, the colors determine the syntactic 
structure when a picture is described.  The utterances were transcribed in order to 
check whether the participants had correctly referred to the objects in the designated 
order.  When description was not done in the intended order, or when it was 
ungrammatical,  the data  was exc luded from analysis.  Utterances that were not 
completed within the time limit were included in the analysis as long as the correct 
construction was used.  
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6.3 Results  
 
6.3.1 Overall responses  
     Participant A (Versant score 28)  fa iled to respond correctly on 10.9% of the 
tria ls.   The breakdown of the incorrect responses were ungrammatical response 
(42.9%), incomplete response (33.3%), no response (19%), and alternation of 
reference order  (4.8%), which means that she referred to the red object before the 
green one.  In the second session, which took place a week after  the first  session,  
the ratio of incorrect responses was 10.4%.  The breakdown was ungrammatical  
response (55%), incomplete response (20%), no response (15%), alternation of  
reference order (5%).  In one tr ial, the participant seemed to be affected by the 
preceding filler tr ial, and produced two noun phrases connected with “and” (5%).   
Participant B (Versant score 56)  missed only one tria l in the first session (0.5% of the 
whole tria l), and there were no other errors.   She responded correctly on all of the 
tria ls in the second session.  Although about 10% of the responses were labeled as  
incorrect for  participant A, this ra tio decrea sed as the experimental runs proceeded.  
This result indicates that the learning effect does not appear to be so strong, and that  
while high proficiency learners are able to go through the experiment with ease, some 
practice is required for lower proficiency learners to adapt themselves to the 
experimental conditions.   
 
6.3.2 Reaction t imes 
     Two types of reaction time, response latency and utterance length,  were  
measured.  Figure 25 shows the changes of response latency through the two 
sessions.   Dotted lines indicate the results in the first session, and the solid lines 
indicate the second session.  The dark color and the light color represent data o f  
participant A and B respectively.   
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Figure 25. Response latency in the first and second session.  
 
     The results show that response latency decreases as the session proceeds.   By 
the final run, participant A’s mean response latency was 1416.7ms, and participant 
B’s mean response la tency was 1124.4ms on average for  the two sessions.  There are  
two possible causes for such a decrease in the reaction time.  One is habituation of  
the picture description task itself,  and the other  is habituation of producing the PO 
and DO construction.  Either way, a number of practice sessions are necessary.   
Considering that participant A failed to refer to the green object first in the second 
run, it is likely that at least two practice runs are needed, especially for  learners with 
lower proficiency.  Additionally, the response latency of participant A returned to 
the original state after  a one-week interval.  These results  suggests that  it  is better  
to conduct a practice tr ial right before the actual experiment.  
     The utterance length of the two participants is shown in Figure 26.  While the 
response latency decreased in both participants,  utterance length did not change 
drastically, especially in the case of the participant of higher proficiency (participant 
B).  The mean utterance length was 1971ms at most  through the runs  for  participant 
A.  This suggests that not only high proficiency learners but a lso lower proficiency 
learners are able to finish uttering the fragment within the time limit of 2000 ms.   
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Figure 26. Utterance length in the first  and second session.  
 
The mean response la tency of the two participants’ was on average 68.1 ms 
shorter in the Same condition than in the Different condition.  However, this was  
seen only in the first  session.  The syntactic priming effect was not seen in either  of  
the participants in the second session.  This result indicates that response latency 
reflects  the syntactic priming effect for Japanese EFL learners as it  does for  native 
speakers of English,  and thus it  could be used as an index for  the syntactic pr iming 
effect.  However,  i t seems to be affected by practice .  
An abrupt increase of participant A’s response latency was seen in the fourth 
run of the second session (Figure 25).   This is most likely due to the relatively long 
break (about ten minutes)  she took between the first  and second half of the runs.   
However,  i t  can be seen that the response latency has become shorter in the fifth run 
compared to the third run.  A similar phenomenon was observed in the case of  
Participant B’s sixth run.  Since a different experimental set was used in Participant 
A’s fourth run and Participant B’s sixth run, the increase of reaction time is not tied 
to a par ticular experimental set.   For these reasons,  we assume that these results are 
within the margin of error,  and should not be seen as problematic for our results .   
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6.4 Discussion 
Three aspects of this experimental paradigm became apparent in the pilot 
experiment and demanded our a ttention.  One was that the participants’ performance 
was affected by the degree of habituation to the task, and this was particularly seen 
in the lower proficiency participant .  Therefore,  a  sufficient amount of pra ctice 
before the experimental sessions is necessary in order to collect reliable data.   The  
other  aspect was that  response la tency returned to its or iginal sta te after  a one-week 
interval.   This indicated that the interval between the practice session and the actual  
experimental session should be shorter  in order  to maximize the effect of practice.   
Therefore the practice and the actual experiment will be set on the same day so that  
practice effect will  be enhanced.  Another thing the pilot experiment revealed is that  
syntactic pr iming effect tended to disappear  when the same participants experienced 
identical stimuli.  When exact same items are repeatedly used, syntactic priming 
effect seems to disappear.  For this reason, the fMRI experiment should be designed 
so that the participants would not encounter  the target items before the actual data  
collection.  
Although several adjustments are needed, it  has been shown that this 
experimental paradigm is generally workable with Japanese EFL learners.  The 
methods used in the pilot study will be revised based on these findings for the fMRI 
study.   The next chapter introduces how the actual fMRI experiment took place.  
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7. Experiment 2B: An fMRI study on syntactic  adaptation 
 
     An event-related fMRI study was conducted to investigate the brain activation 
and the adaptation effect during English sentence production by Japanese EFL 
learners.   The method used in the pilot study (Experiment 2A) was revised for this  
fMRI experiment.  Before the actual experiment, participants went through a  
training session.  
 
7.1 Method 
 
7.1.1 Participants  
     41 volunteers of Japanese EFL learners (21 females and 20 males; mean age =  
23.34 years; age range = 18 -  31 years)  participated in the experiment.  All of the 
subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and normal hearing, and 
were right-handed according to the Edinburgh handedness inventory  (Oldfield, 1971).   
There was no history of neurological or psychiatric il lness in any of the subjects.   
The protocol was approved by the Ethical Committee of the National Institute for  
Physiological Sciences,  Japan.  The experiments were undertaken in compliance 
with national legisla tion and the Code of Ethical Principles for Medical Research 
Involving Human Subjects of the World Medical Association (Declaration of  
Helsinki).  All of the subjects gave their  written informed consent for participation.  
Participants’ English proficiency level was assessed by the Versant English Test.   In 
order  to collect data from a wider range and to consider proficiency dependency,  
some of the high proficiency learners were asked for their  participation in person.  
Participants were divided into two groups, low and high proficiency.  The low 
proficiency group included those who were in CEFR A1 and under A1 (n=15) and A2 
(n=10) levels, and those in CEFR B1 (n=10) and over  B2 (n=5) levels were the high 
proficiency group.  One participant did not receive any test score since there was 
very litt le speech production during the test.  
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7.1.2 Materials  
     Pictures that depicted a ditransitive event were used as stimuli.  We selected 
six pictures each, for  the four  dative verbs,  give,  hand, sell,  and show.  The pictures’ 
background color was changed to black instead of white as it  was in the pilot study 
(Experiment 2A).  This was to reduce the brightness of the stimuli and to prevent 
eye fatigue by viewing the screen for  a  long time in the MRI scanner.  Pictures were 
all  selected from websites offer ing free materials,  and they were describable with 
both prepositional-object (PO) and double-object (DO) constructions.  The verbs  
were selected from the database of English vocabulary familiar to Japanese EFL 
learners (Yokokawa et al., 2006).  In order to manipulate which constructions  
should be produced, we colored the reci pient and the theme object of the action in the 
pictures either in green or  red.   Participants were instructed to mention the green 
object or person before the red object or person ( the stoplight paradigm: Menenti et  
al., ,2011) .  
     A sentence fragment was printed above the pictures.  For target tr ials (PO or  
DO), the words in the fragment were presented in a  grammatical order (e.g. , The man 
gives …).   On the other  hand, there were some tr ials in which the fragment above 
was in an ungrammatical order (e.g. , gives The man …).  In this way, one picture 
played three different roles.  That is, they appeared either in a PO , DO or  in a  No 
structure tr ial depending on the color and the fragment above  (Figure 27).  
 
 
Figure 27. Examples of stimuli used in Experiment 2B. 
 
 
The man gives…  The man gives…  gives The man…  
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7.1.3 Procedure  
     Participants were told that the purpose of the experiment was to examine how 
fast Japanese EFL learners could describe a given picture in English.  The picture  
description task in the present study required the participants to refer to the objects 
in a specific order, within 3500ms.  Two of the three objects in the pictures were  
colored either  green or  red,  and the participants were asked to describe them by 
referring to the green object before the red object.   In order to accustom the 
participants to this procedure, a  tra ining session was provided after instructions were 
given.  
 
The training session  
     The tra ining session consisted of two parts.   In the first  part of the session,  
participants named single objects one at a time.  The objects were things that would 
appear in the actual experiment as  stimuli, however they were not colored.  The 
objects appeared and were presented for two seconds each.  Sample names were 
printed below the pictures, and thus participants could simply read them out  (Figure 
28).  
   
 
Figure 28. Example of tria ls in the first  part of the tra ining session.  The pictures 
were presented for  2000ms.  
 
     The objective of this training was to give the participants the opportunity to 
become used to the objects and their names, so that it would allow them to retrieve 
the words as quickly as possible in the actual experiment.   Although the words were 
chosen for their  high familiar ity score,  i t might  have been difficult for participants to 
boy vegetable policeman 
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retr ieve them without this practice since it is unlikely that they use these words in 
their daily lives.   An additional concern was that the picture description might not 
be completed in 3500ms if the word retrieval time was hampered by unfamiliarity,  
since the participants were Japanese EFL learners.  
     In the second part of the training session, participants were asked to name two 
colored objects.  The purpose of this part of the training session was to make the 
participants used to the stoplight paradigm.  Participants saw two objects that were 
either green or red, and they were asked to name the green object before the red 
object.  When they did this, they were told that they must end their utterance within 
3500ms (See Figure 29 for  examples) .  During this training, the experimenter scored 
the participants’ performance on a) whether the order of reference ( i.e. , green first)  
was correct, and b) whether the utterance ended within the time limit.  One 
participant was asked to repeat the training due to the large amount of errors  the first  
time through.  
 
   
 
Figure 29. Example of tria ls in the second part of the tra ining session. Pictures were 
presented for  3500ms.  
 
The experimental procedure  
     The experimental procedure was mostly the same as in the pilot study.  A tr ial  
consisted of two parts. In the first part of the tria l, par ticipants read the sentence 
fragment (e.g.,  The man gives…)  pr inted above the picture silently.  The pictures 
only depicted the object that is referred to in the sentence fragment.  After  2500ms,  
the two colored objects appeared and showed the whole scene for 3500ms.  In this 
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part of the tr ial, par ticipants were asked to complete the sentence fragment which 
they had just read silently.  At this juncture they had to say the word or phrase out  
loud, and refer to the green object before the red object (e.g.,  “a present to the girl”) .   
The procedure was same in the control tria ls except for one thing.  They first 
silently read the fragment above the picture which was in an ungrammatical order  
(e.g.,  gives The man…) , and then out loud named the two pictures by referring to the 
green one first .  Unlike the target tria l, participants were told only to say the names 
of the objects (e.g.,  “present, girl”) and not to add any words such as determiners or  
prepositions.   Participants were asked to look at a fixation mark (+) which appeared 
after  every eight picture description tria l  (Figure 30).   One tria l includes two 
pictures.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 30. Sample sequence of tr ials in Experiment 2B.  
 
     Participants had to practice the  experimental procedure at least two times, once 
outside and once inside the MRI scanner.   The pictures in the practice tr ials were 
different from the actual experimental tria ls,  and the verb “teach” was used in a ll  of 
 
＋  
 ＋  
shows The man …  
shows The man …  
The man gives…  
The man gives…  
The woman hands…  
The woman hands…  
The man shows…  
The man shows…  
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the scenes.  
     Participants entered the MRI scanner after giving written informed consent.   
Prior to entry, they were asked to remove any metallic objects or items of magnetic 
materia l on their  person, for the sake of safety and in order to reduce ar tifacts on the 
MRI data.  Due to the loud scanning sound during the experimental runs,  
participants wore earplugs and headphones for  protection.  While the participants 
were in the scanner,  they were able to ta lk to the experimenter via microphone.  
Using this system, participants were given instructions before each run star ted and 
were reminded that they must respond to the stimuli as quickly as possible.  It took 
approximately five minutes to complete one run.  After  completing the first three 
experimental runs,  participants went through an anat omical T1 scan, which also took 
about five minutes.   No task was assigned to the participants during the T1 scan.   
Participants were inside the MRI scanner for  about 45 minutes in total.   
 
7.1.4 Data acquisit ion 
Behavioral data  
     Speech was recorded from a microphone located close to the participant .   The 
microphone automatically turned on when the MRI scanner was in the sile nt period 
(sparse),  and recording only took place  when the participants were producing speech.  
 
fMRI data acquisition  
The fMRI data  were acquired using a  3 Tesla  MR scanner  (Verio,  Siemens,  
Erlangen, Germany).  A T2*-weighted gradient-echo echo-planar imaging (EPI)  
procedure was used for scanning (repetition time [TR] = 2500 ms; echo time [TE] = 
30 ms; flip angle [FA] = 80 ; field of view [FOV] = 192 mm; 64  64 matrix; voxel  
dimensions = 3.0  3.0  4.0 mm).  A volume consisted of 39 transversal slices with 
a slice thickness of 3.0 mm.  The slices were acquired in an ascending order.   The 
anatomical images were acquired using a T1-weighted magnetization-prepared 
rapid-acquisition gradient echo (MP-RAGE) sequence.  These T1-weighted 
high-resolution three-dimensional images covering the whole brain were obtained for  
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each participant.  
In order to acquire functional data with fMRI while minimizing  any artifact 
caused by the movement of the head during speech, a method called sparse temporal  
sampling (Hall et al. , 1999)  was used in the present study.  Instead of acquiring data  
continuously, scanning was done periodically.   Thus, there are periods no image 
acquisition occurs.  Such sampling is possible because the hemodynamic response 
function (HRF), the signal in fMRI that relies on changes in blood flow in response 
to synaptic activity ( the BOLD signal), extends over many seconds.  Sparse 
temporal sampling minimizes auditory masking in addition to reducing head motion 
artifact.  Since there is no scanning during the sparse, the re is no scanning sound 
which aids in the recording of the participants’ voice .  In the present experiment,  
participants produced speech during this silent period of 3500ms.  
 
7.2 Hypothesis  
Weber and Indefrey (2009) reported that syntactic adaptation ,  which is the 
decrease in activation that occurs when same syntactic structures are repeated,  occurs  
between L1 and L2, and within L2, with German-English speakers .  Compared to 
German, the linguistic distance between English and Japanese is much far ther, and 
the syntactic adaptation effect reported by Weber and Indefrey (2009) might not be 
seen.  However,  i t is possib le that the adaptation effect may be common among 
learners of English irrespective of L1.  Additionally,  the proficiency level of the 
participants in their  study was not so high , with an intermediate fluency.  If such 
adaptation effect is found among low proficiency German EFL learners,  there is high 
chance that at least high proficiency Japanese EFL learners would exhibit the 
adaptation effect, although the L1 and the L2 are at a distance.  
Based on the findings of Experiment 1B and 1C, the hypotheses of the present 
experiment are the following:  
1.  There is a strong preference for PO to DO structures, and the response la tency 
should be shorter for  PO responses.  
2.  Due to the syntactic pr iming effect, the response latency should be shorter when 
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sentences with the same syntactic structure are repeatedly produced than when 
the structure differs fr om the one produced just before.  
3.  Syntactic adaptation should occur  when the same syntactic structure is repeated  
and it should cause a decrease in activation in the areas related to syntactic 
processing.  
     In addition to the three hypotheses, we will investigate the effect of  
proficiency.  There was a proficiency dependent difference in the syntactic priming 
effect in the previous experiment (Experiment 1B and 1C).  Since such effect was 
observed in the behavioral data,  we predict that a proficiency dependency should be 
seen at the neurophysiological level.  The cognitive load required for  sentence 
production should decrease as L2 processing is automatized, due to the improvement  
of neural efficiency (Neubauer & Fink, 2009; Prat & Just, 2011) .   Based on these 
ideas,  we hypothesize that more neuronal activation should be found in low 
proficiency learners than in high proficiency learners.  By testing these hypotheses,  
we aim to reveal how the syntactic representation and the grammatical processing 
change as learners become more proficient.  
     The within-subjects factor in the present experiment is defined by the 
relationship between the target tr ial and the previous tr ial .  The three conditions of  
this factor are (a) Same (PO -  PO / DO - DO), (b)  Different (PO - DO / DO - PO), and 
(c) Control (No structure - PO / No structure - DO).  The between-subjects factor is 
the proficiency level (high or  low).  
 
7.3 Data analysis  
     The recorded speech data was analyzed to measure the response la tency in 
order to investigate the participants’ behavioral performance during fMRI data  
acquisition.  Response la tency is defined as the time from the presentation of the 
colored pictures to the point where the cr itical speech production started.   Due to 
technical problem during the MRI scanning, 14 out of 41 participants’ speech data  
was not recorded, and only 27 participants’ data  was available for  analysis.   
Response latency was calcula ted for the Same, Different, and Control condition, and 
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a two by three ANOVA was conducted for the data of response la tency.  We tested 
the effect of structures (PO or DO) and the relationship with the previous structure  
(Same, Different,  or  Control) .  
     The fMRI data were preprocessed and analyzed using Statistical Parametric  
Mapping software (SPM8, Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience,  London,  
UK).  The first two volumes of each session were discarded to allow for  
stabilization of the magnetization.   The remaining 42 volumes per session (a total of  
252 volumes per subject for six sessions) were used for the analysis.  All volumes  
were realigned for motion correction, and then were corrected for differences in slice  
timing within each volume.  The mean functional images were co-registered to the 
anatomical image.  The anatomical image was  normalized to the Montréal  
Neurological Institute (MNI) T1 image template using a nonlinear  basis function.  
The same parameters were applied to a ll  of the EPI vol umes, and they were smoothed 
with an 8 mm full-width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel.   Statistical analysis of  
the functional imaging data was conducted  in two steps.   At the first  level,  the 
single subject  task-related activation was analyzed with a  general l inear model.   The 
contrasts from the first level were taken to the second level , for a random effects  
group analysis .  The design matr ix for each individual subject included regressors 
that modeled the onset of presentation of the colored p ictures, which was the onset of 
the no scanning period.  At this point,  participants must decide the construction that 
completes the sentence fragment.  At the first  level analysis,  there were ten 
regressors modeling the experimental conditions.  Participants were able to respond 
either in a PO or DO construction, or a set of words without a structure  (No 
structure)  when the colored picture was presented.  Both PO and DO responses 
followed a  PO, DO, or  a No structure response.   For instance,  PO target responses 
would come after  either a  PO tria l  (Same),  DO tr ial  (Different) , or a  No structure 
tria l (Control),  and thus three regressors were modeled for the PO responses.  This  
was the same for DO responses.   No structure responses followed either a PO tria l,  
DO tr ia l,  or  a  resting tr ial.   Thus two regressors were modeled for  the No structure  
responses (PO/DO-No structure,  rest-No structure) .  Therefore, we modeled eight  
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regressors in the first level analysis  in total.   In this way, we’ve created eight  
contrast images for  each participant .   These images were taken into the second level 
analysis.  At the second level analysis, we first created a  contrast image that reflects  
syntactic processing (PO/DO > No structure).   Contrast images that reflect  the 
results of behavioral data  were then created.  
 
7.4 Results  
     In this section, we will first report results of  the behavioral responses, and then 
the neural responses measured by fMRI.  
  
7.4.1 Behavioral data  
     The ANOVA has shown a main effect of structure (F(1, 26) = 70.548, p=.000),  
and a main effect of previous structure ( F(2,  25)  = 7.485, p=.001).  The interaction 
of the two factors was significant ( F(2, 25) = 10.868, p=.000) (Figure 31).  
 
 
Figure 31. The response latency during picture description (n=27).  
 
     Response latency in the PO Same condition (PO-PO) was shorter  than that in 
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the PO Different condition (DO-PO) (F(2, 25) = 11.514, p=.000) and the PO Control  
condition (No structure-PO) (F(2,  25) = 11.514, p=.008).  This result can be 
interpreted as evidence of syntactic pr iming effect for PO production.  On the other  
hand, there was no DO priming effect, and the response latency in the DO Control  
condition was shorter  than the DO Same condition ( F(2, 25)  = 9.490, p=.016) and the 
DO Different condition ( F(2, 25) = 9.490, p=.001).   
     There was no significant difference between the two proficiency groups.   
However, we found a weak negative correlation between differences of PO and DO 
response la tency and proficiency level.  The Figure 32 below shows the scatter plot  
of the response la tency of DO-PO and Versant English test score  of 26 participants.   
 
 
Figure 32. Scatter plot of response latency (DO-PO) and Versant English test score.  
 
     This result shows that there seems to be  a stronger PO preference in lower 
proficiency learners.  This implies that the two structures could be processed more 
equally as learners become more proficient.   
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7.4.2 fMRI data 
Main effect of syntax  
     The regions related to syntactic process ing were identified by the effects seen 
during production of PO or DO structures versus production of No structure.   
Activation was found in the bila teral occipital areas, bila teral superior  parietal lobule 
(SPL), left  supplementary motor area (SMA), and in the ventral premotor cortex 
extending to the left  infer ior  frontal gyrus (IFG) (Figure 3 3) .  
 
 
Figure 33. Areas related to syntactic processing.  p<0.05 FWE corrected at cluster 
level when height threshold was set at p<0.05 FWE corrected.  
 
The neural substrates of the behavioral data  
     There was a significant difference in the response latency of PO and DO 
structures.  In this condition of PO < DO, we found a significant activation in the 
left dorsal premotor  area and in the left IFG , within the areas of syntax (Figure 34).  
L L R R 
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Figure 34. Areas activated in the PO < DO condition within  the syntax area.  p<0.05 
FWE corrected at cluster level when height threshold was set a t p<0.001 uncorrected.  
 
     For the resul t of the difference between PO Same and PO D ifferent, the 
bila teral SPL and the middle occipital gyrus, the left superior frontal gyrus, and the 
right lingual gyrus were activated within the areas of syntax.  (Figure 35).  
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Figure 35.  Areas activated in the PO Same < PO Different  condition.  p<0.05 FWE 
corrected at cluster  level when height threshold was set at p<0.001 uncorrected.  
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Table 5. Brain regions showing significant activation in the specified contrasts.  PO <  
DO and PO Same < PO Different areas were obtained by conjunction with the Syntax  
contrast.  
 
 
Proficiency differences  in syntactic  adaptation  
     Although no difference was found between the two proficiency groups in the 
behavioral data,  more adaptation effect was seen in the low prof iciency group in the 
fMRI data .  The contrast image of Different < Control and Same < Control was used 
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in a two-sample T-test in order to investigate the differences between the low 
proficiency group (CEFR A1 and A2 , n=25) and the high proficiency group (CEFR 
B1, B2 and C1, n=15).  There were areas that were more activated in the low 
proficiency group than in the high proficiency group.  The left superior  medial 
gyrus extending to the r ight anter ior cingulate cortex (ACC)  (-8,  48, 20)  was more 
activated in the Different < Control condition (Figure 36).   
 
 
Figure 36. Area activated more in the low proficiency group in the Different < 
Control condition.  p<0.05 FWE corrected at cluster  level when height threshold was 
set a t p<0.005 uncorrected.  
 
  In the Same < Control condition, we found more activation in the superior  medial 
frontal cortex (MFC) (2, 44,  48)  and the left  angular gyrus,  area generally known as  
the temporal parietal junction (TPJ) ( -38, -54, 26) (Figure 37) .  
L R 
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Figure 37. Areas activated more in the low proficiency group in the Same < Control 
condition. p<0.05 FWE corrected at cluster  level when height threshold was set at  
p<0.005 uncorrected.  
 
  
Table 6. Brain regions showing significant activation in the specified contrasts  not 
restricted to the Syntax area.  
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7.5 Discussion 
     We will discuss the results of the present experiment  from two perspectives .   
First, we will focus on the activation within the regions related to syntactic  
processing (syntax area) .  Specifically,  these were the PO < DO condition and the 
PO Same < PO Different (PO priming) condition.  Second, we will focus on the 
proficiency group differences in syntactic adaptation effect ,  without the restriction of  
the syntax area.   
 
Activation within the syntax area  
     While the previous study on L2 have found syntactic adaptation effects in the 
left IFG, MTG, and precentral gyrus (Weber & Indefrey, 2009) , we found PO 
syntactic adaptation effect in bilateral occipital areas and SPL, which are the areas 
rela ted to vision and attention.  These areas were strongly activated in the contrast 
of syntactic processing (PO/DO > No structure)  as well.   We assume that this  
reflects the process of grasping the relationship between objects  (Morito, Tanabe,  
Kochiyama, & Sadato, 2009) .   Before speech production, i t  is essentia l to 
understand the relationship between the characters in order to describe the scene.   
This processing might have cost more resource  when sentence production was 
required in a  L2.   Essentia lly this was different from Weber and Indefrey (2009)  
where they conducted a  sentence comprehension experiment with a  word -by-word 
presentation.   From the fact that neural activation decreased in these areas related to 
vision and attention in PO response tr ials, we assume that repetitive production of 
PO structures reduces the attention to grasp the relationship between the objects in 
the picture.  
     The results of Experiment 2B also indicate that the cognitive load required for  
producing a DO structure is larger  than that for  producing a  PO structure for  
Japanese EFL learners.   When the distance between the main subject and the verb is  
long, sentence processing requires more working memory.  Makuuchi, Bahlmann, 
Anwander, and Friederici (2009)  found that areas in the left IFG (BA44/45) are  
activated when people process such sentences.   That is,  activation in this area  seems 
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to be reflecting increase of the syntactic working memory load, due to the need to 
hold on to the lexical information for a while.   These areas are similar to those 
found in the PO < DO condition in the present experiment .  This result implies that  
DO production requires more syntactic working memory than PO production.  In 
fact, response latency for DO responses  was longer than PO responses .   Why does  
DO structure require more cognitive load (syntactic working memory) ,  and why was 
there only a PO priming effect?  Considering the results above, we assume that  
when Japanese EFL learners see a  ditransitive scene, they are initially focusing on 
the direct object and star t processing the scene with a  PO structure.   In other  words,  
it  seems that they are viewing the ditrans itive scene with a  PO structure .  This 
happens even when DO production is required,  and thus, participants might have held 
on to the PO structure before they restar ted computation for  DO production.  We 
believe that this is due to the transfer of L1 (Japanese).  It has been suggested that  
the canonical word order of the three-place predicates of ditransitive verbs such as 
give  is  Accusative-Dative in Japanese (Sakai et al.,  2009) .  Although Japanese is a  
rela tively flexible language in terms of word order, and both accusative and dative 
arguments are allowed to be dropped, t his indicates that there is a higher  likelihood 
of dropping the dative arguments than the accusative arguments.   Japanese EFL 
learners have a stronger  bias for  PO structure use,  because this Accusative-Dative 
word order  preference in Japanese is transferred,  and because accusative is tr anslated 
as a  PO structure in English.   Another possibility for  such PO preference in viewing 
a ditransitive scene is that because transitive constructions that requires only one 
argument is well learned and fixed, while the fact that ditransitive verbs such as give  
requires two arguments is not well established yet in many Japanese EFL learners,  
especially low proficiency learners.  Because this grammatical knowledge is  not  
ready for  use, learners first  try to refer  to the accusative argument.   In fact,  there  
were many responses in Experiment 1B and 1C  that were classified as “Other” 
responses due to the missing argument,  and this was salient in lower  level learners.  
     Since the scene is almost always viewed and processed in a  PO construction at 
first glance, it  becomes a distractor when a DO response is required .  This can be 
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inferred from the results of response latency.  If learners can compute the scene in a  
DO structure immediately after seeing it , there should have been a  DO priming effect.  
However, there actually was a negative priming effect for DO response , which is the 
increase of response la tency in the DO Same and DO different conditions.   In other  
words,  both PO and DO primes has interfered with DO response.  This could also be 
explained by the tendency of “seeing the picture” as a PO structure.   That is, before 
processing the scene in a DO structure,  computation star ts with a PO structure.   
Thus there is a need for an additional processing cost, which is the conversion from 
PO, before they could star t constructing a  DO structure.  As the result of negative 
correlation found between response latency difference (DO-PO) and proficiency 
shows (see Figure 32), we assume that such PO preference is stronger for low  
proficiency learners,  and as learners become more proficient there will  be less  
unevenness between the two structures.  
 
Activation not restricted to syntax area 
     Although there was no supporting behavioral evidence, we found differences  
by the learners’ proficiency level  in syntactic adaptation.  Compared to the high 
proficiency group,  more decreased activation due to repetition was found in the low 
proficiency group.  That is,  the difference of activation intensity between the  
Control condition ( the condition where participants were simply required to name the 
objects),  and the Same or Different condition ( the condition where syntactic 
processing was repeated) , was larger in low proficiency group.   The Control  
condition showed stronger activation than the Same or  Different conditions.  The 
difference between the Control  condition and the Same or  Different  condition was 
whether  there was a  syntactic processing in the previous tr ia l.  We assume that the 
speaker ’s syntactic  processing device  was not “ turned on” yet when they were 
producing a sentence in the target tria l in the Control condition, since they had only 
named the pictures in the previous tria l .  Thus the Control condition should cost  
more cognitive load than Same or  Different condition.  The results  of the present 
experiment indicate that the activation of such  device is more demanding in low 
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proficiency learners compared to high proficiency learners.   This seems to be 
representing one aspect of automatization of L2 sentence production.  
     The areas that showed such effect was the left superior medial gyrus extending 
to the r ight ACC for the Different < Control condition.   There was no repetition of  
exact same structure,  but it  stil l  requires repeating  of syntactic processing in the 
Different condition, which was not required in the Control condition.  Activation in 
the ACC is said to reflect response conflict (Barch, Braver, Sabb, & Noll, 2000)  or  
error detection (Carter et al., 1998).   An experiment using a  color-word Stroop task 
(congruent,  incongruent,  and neutral tr ial types) has shown that the anter ior  division 
of the ACC rostral zone exhibits conflict specific increases in neural activity ( i.e.,  
incongruent > congruent =  neutral)  (Milham & Banich, 2005) .  From these previous 
findings, we can infer  that lower proficiency learners may be detecting the structural 
difference from their previous utterance more sensitively than higher proficiency 
learners.   
     For the Same < Control condition, we found significant differences in the 
amount of deactivation in the left superior  MFC and the left TPJ  between the two 
groups.  Xu, Kemeny, Park,  Fratta li , & Braun (2005)  examined the effect of context 
by comparing responses to single words (linguistically matched se t of texts when 
these were differentially presented as random word lists), unconnected sentences and 
coherent narratives .  The medial prefrontal cortex was reported  as one of the 
regions that were activated selectively associated with the processing of  words  
presented in the narrative context.   Bahlmann, Rodriguez-Fornells,  Rotte, & Münte 
(2007) revealed activation of the left supramarginal gyrus (peak coordinates -40, -52, 
28) when native speakers of German read sentences, for t he non-canonical ambiguous  
sentence,  rela tive to canonical ambiguous sentences.  From this result,  they argued 
that the activation of this area  is related to the recomputation demands nec essita ted 
by the ambiguous non-canonical sentences.   These studies suggest that the MFC 
may be related to the processing of narratives and the TPJ may be related to the 
process of recomputation of ambiguous sentences.  In the present study, we found 
that the degree of deactivation in these two areas in the Same condition  was larger  
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than the Control condition in the low proficiency group.   Thus, this might be 
reflecting that it required less cognitive load for low proficiency learners to 
understand the context of the given scene since there was no need to recompute when 
same syntactic structures were repeated.   
     Another  interpretation of the activation in these areas  in the Same < Control  
condition, is to view this as a part of the Default mode network (DMN) (Buckner,  
Andrews-Hanna, & Schacter, 2008) .  DMN is a  core brain network that is activated 
in situations such as envisioning the future (prospection) or remembering the past 
(Buckner  & Carroll,  2006) , and its activation is said to be suppressed while engaging 
in other tasks (Fox & Raichle, 2007) .  It is said that task performance and the 
suppression of DMN correlates in general, and both cognitive performance (sustained 
attention, divided attention, working memory) and the s uppression of DMN decreases  
with age (Anguera et a l. , 2013; Grady, Springer, Hongwanishkul,  McIntosh, & 
Winocur, 2006) .  This is explained as there is less “mind wondering” when the DMN 
is well suppressed, and thus it does not interfere with the performing task.   
Therefore, the less activation in the superior  MFC and the left TPJ in the present 
experiment might be representing less mind wondering evoked by the previous tr ial 
in the high proficiency group.  That is,  high proficiency learners are capable of  
automatic syntactic processing because they are not interfered by the mind 
wondering caused by the DMN, while low proficiency learners are strongly affected 
by it .  
     In conclusion,  the main findings of Experiment 2B are as follows.  There is a  
strong preference for  PO structure for low proficiency learners, however it becomes  
less biased as learners become more proficient.  The syntactic adaptation by PO 
priming effect (restr icted to the syntax area), which was also seen in the decrease of  
response latency, seems to be due to the reduced attention for  “getting the picture” 
and to understand the relationships between the characters in the scene.  The reason 
why there was a negative priming effect for DO  responses (i.e.,  DO Same/Different > 
DO Control)  seems to be the influence of L1 (Japanese) , and Japanese EFL learners 
might have the tendency to view the ditransitive picture with a  PO structure.   From 
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the results of activation not restr icted to the syntax area, it  imply that low 
proficiency learners are having more trouble to turn on their syntactic processing 
device compared to high proficiency learners.  We assume that automatic activation 
of this device is one of the important factors in order  to become a proficient L2 
speaker.  We were not able to find behavioral data  that corresponds to the fMRI 
results showing proficiency group differences .   The discussions for these findings 
are thus reverse inferences and it must be noted that it  could not be stated strongly.   
However,  i t  stil l  gives us some suggestion that teaching methods based on learners’ 
proficiency level would be beneficial.  
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8. General Discussion 
 
     The present study focused on the syntactic pr iming effect in Japanese EFL 
learners in order to reveal how oral L2 sentence production becomes automatized.  
Focusing on syntactic priming in L2 acquisition is interesting because whereas L1  
speakers often alternate between two equally acceptable syntactic structures (e.g. ,  
PO or DO), L2 learners often face choices that involve developmentally simple or  
advanced forms, and in this situation, syntactic priming might lead the learner s to 
produce the developmentally advanced structure rather  than the less advanced 
structure (McDonough & Mackey, 2008) .  Syntactic pr iming could facilitate the 
production of specific structures,  and thus could enhance learning.  Another  
advantage of studying L2 learners is that it makes it possible to investigate learners 
of different  proficiency and observe the automatization process of linguistic 
performance, which is not easy when we study  only L1 speakers.   In fact,  the 
present study was able to reveal the proficiency dependent differences in both  the 
behavioral and neurophysiologi cal levels.  From such proficiency dependent results,  
we hope to offer suggestions in the field of L2 language education that are based on 
scientific evidence.  Specifically,  we will  emphasize the importance of different 
teaching methods that match the learners’ proficiency level.     
     One of the novel findings of the present study is that there is proficiency 
dependency in syntactic priming.  This seems to point to the possibility that the 
syntactic representation of L2 learners change as they become mo re proficient.   
From this we propose a new way of teaching L2 that facilitates  the automatization of  
syntactic processing during sentence production.  First, we focus on the low 
proficiency learners in level  A1 or A2 of CEFR.  The results of Experiment 1B and 
1C have shown that there was not much syntactic primi ng effect in the participants a t  
this proficiency level.   The syntactic representation is not completely formed yet 
and thus repeating a specific syntactic structure does not necess arily increase the  
likelihood to reuse the target structure.   Thus low proficiency learners should start 
by learning the grammatical rules explicitly.  This is because it  is not so easy and 
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should take some amount of time to build up their syntactic representation , if i t was 
taught implicitly.  As the learners’ syntactic representation is being built , they 
should also work on building their mental lexicon.  This does not mean just 
memorizing volumes of  vocabulary, but to practice enough so that retr ieval is 
amplified,  to a llow quick response in situations of speech production.  One 
suggestion would be to repeatedly practice producing words or phrases  (Nattinger & 
DeCarrico,  1992).  However,  it  must be noted that word or  phrasal level practice is  
obviously not enough.   As we pointed out in the previous section, it is very 
important to activate the syntactic processing device, especially for low proficiency 
learners to produce a  sentence.   Since this device is not easily turned on only by 
producing words or  sentences, some kind of syntactic processing is necessary to 
facilita te its activation.  Thus, the purpose of the word or phrasal level practicing is  
to enrich their  mental lexicon, and sentence level production practice  should follow 
it .  
     Next, we will refer to the higher proficiency learners, specifically those in 
CEFR B1 level.  While not so much syntactic pr iming effect was found in lower 
proficiency learners,  the effect was quite strong for  the higher  proficiency learners.   
This means that repeatedly experiencing the target structure enhances the use of that  
particular structure.  Such repetitive use  would lead to reinforcement of that 
structure, and as a result, learners should be  able to produce it  more fluent ly.   Some 
previous L1 studies have found that syntactic priming effect can persist for  a  long 
time and therefore it  is said to be related to impl icit learning (Bock & Griffin,  2000; 
Kaschak et al. ,  2011) .  However,  the strong preference for  the PO construction seen 
both at  the behavioral level and the neurophysiological level must not be forgotten.   
Although CEFR B1 level learners seem to have a  relatively complete syntactic 
representation, they still  show a preference for  PO construction s.   Becoming a  
fluent speaker  like L1 speakers,  i t  is necessary to have equal access to the two 
structures (PO and DO).  Thus,  i t  is essentia l for the CEFR B1 level learners to 
focus more on the less biased structure (DO).   Repetitive practice should turn the 
learners’ explicit  (declarative)  L2 knowledge into a procedural one (DeKeyser, 1997),  
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which is usually processed automatically.   Repetitive experience of a  particular  
syntactic structure should develop a  cer tain pattern,  and when learners are able to 
make use of the patterned structures in their  syntactic representation , their  L2  
processing would be even more automatized.  
     In the present study, a ll the syntactic priming experiments used the participants’ 
own speech as a prime.  Syntactic priming effect was observed in these experiments,  
which means that L2 learners can be primed by the ir  own speech, both when they 
read a given prime sentence (Experiment 1B),  and when they produced a sentence on 
their  own (Experiment 2B).   Although not examined in the present study, the output 
of prime sentences might have an effect on noticing.  Noticing is the intake of  
meaning and form which occurs when learners are paying attention to input (Bastone, 
1996).  If noticing happens, learners should be able to make more use of the prime 
sentence to develop their syntactic representation.  
     It  is said that there is a  verb-specific construction preference  in English,  which 
means that some verbs are more preferred in PO than DO constructions, and vice 
versa (Gries & Stefanowitsch, 2004) .  The verbs chosen for the present study were 
not considered from this perspective, and thus this may be a limitation of this s tudy.   
However,  data  of Gries and Stefanowitsch ( 2004) is based on the L1 speakers’ corpus,  
and since it is unknown whether such verb-specific construction preferences exist in 
Japanese EFL learners,  this point will  be left  for  future investigation.  
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9. Future research 
 
The results  of the present study showed differences in the priming effect,  
subject to the learners’ proficiency level, which implies a change in their syntactic 
representation as they become more fluent speakers.  Specifically,  the experiments 
in the present study have shown that learners can be primed from their own previous 
utterance.  We would now like to see how others’ speech would prime the learners,  
and enhance the use of the specific structure.  
As Long (1996) cla ims, the comprehensible input is more effective when 
learners must negotia te for  meaning during interaction, since the quality of input 
changes when this happens (the interaction hypothesis).  Thus,  when negotiation s 
for understanding occur more frequently, there is the potential for input to be better  
utilized by the learners.  However, the negotiation of meaning may not be the only 
advantage of interaction in language learning.  Pickering and Garrod (2004)  argue 
that when people communicate,  they are managing to construct a  common situation 
model through interaction, in order  to understand each other ’s intentions.  They say 
that in this way, a more complete understanding between the speakers is 
accomplished.  An effective way to construct such  a common situation model is for  
one to a lign themselves to the opponents’ speech .  Such alignment could occur  by 
mimicking or simply repeating the inter locutors’ speech.  From this point of view,  
syntactic pr iming effect in a dialogue environment could enhance learning effect.  It  
is clear that syntactic priming effect is not limited to  monologue situations,  but a lso 
found in dialogue situations.  For  instance, Levelt and Kelter (1982) can bee seen as 
one example of syntactic pr iming effec t when people are interacting.  In the 
experimental setting,  a  technique called confederate scr ipting has been developed to 
explore the reuse of the syntactic structure during conversation  (Branigan, Pickering, 
& Cleland, 2000).   The participants gave descriptions of a set of pictures, taking 
turns with the inter locutor.   While listening to the description of the speaker, the 
listener searches for  the picture that matches the description from his set of pictures.   
The interlocutor of the participant is actually not a naive participant, but a  
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confederate of the researcher.  Whereas the naive participant produces original 
sentences using the designated verbs that are pr inted on each picture,  the confederate 
reads out the given scr ipt.   In this setting,  syntactic pr iming effect was observed and 
the participant tended to describe the target pictures using the same syntactic 
structure that the confederate produced.  Based on the idea of Pickering and Garrod 
(2004), alignment may have occurred between the two speakers when syntactic 
pr iming happened in the  study of Branigan, Pickering, and  Cleland (2000).  As 
children usually develop their language ability through interaction with their  
caretakers, it is most natural to predict that learning through dialogue has a similar  
effect on L2 learners.   Supportive of  this prediction, it is said that the magnitude of  
syntactic pr iming effect is larger in dialogues than that in studies using monologue 
tasks (Hartsuiker  et al., 2008) .  Thus,  we emphasize the effect of dialogue, not only 
in the aspect of negotiation of meaning, but also in the effect of interaction itself,  
which people are not usually aware of.   Experiment 1B and 2B have revealed that  
the learners’ own speech influences their subsequent speech both behaviorally and 
neurophysiologically.  In contrast to such syntactic pr iming effect in the monologue 
situation, the next study should investigate how syntactic priming in dialogue affects  
learners’ speech production.  This would pla y a part in revealing the effect of 
learning through dialogue and lead to developing a  more effective teaching method 
that is supported by neurophysiological evidence.  We believe that such 
multidisciplinary research is essentia l to understand the mechanis ms of the L2 
automatization process, and for improvement s in teaching foreign language.  
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Appendix A: Pictures used in the Experiment 1A. Model sentences used for  analysis 
is presented above each picture.  
 
Target 1 : A mother is reading a  book to a boy.  
 
 
Target 2: A father is hitting a boy.  
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Target 3 : A man is giving a present to a gir l.  
 
 
Target 4: A gir l is taking a picture of a baby.  
 
 
Target 5: A gir l is teaching math to a  boy.  
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Appendix B: Pictures used in Experiment 1B and 1C 
Target pictures (give, sell,  hand, show, teach)  
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Filler  pictures  
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Appendix C: Priming sentences used in Experiment 1B 
 
1.  The driver  sends the car  to the mechanic.  / The driver sends the mechanic the car.  
2.  The student sends the money to the friend. / The student sends the fr iend the 
money.  
3.  The designer  sends the jacket to the journalist.  / The designer  sends the journalist  
the jacket.  
4.  The grandmother  sends the present to the gir l. /  The grandmother sends the gir l  
the present.  
5.  The child tells the answer to the friend. /  The child tells the fr iend the answer.  
6.  The secretary tells the news to the businessman. /  The secretary tells the 
businessman the news.  
7.  The woman tells the story to the neighbor.  /  The woman tells the neighbor the 
story.  
8.  The hostess tells the time to the guest.  /  The hos tess tells the guest the time.  
9.  The customer writes the letter to the engineer. / The customer writes the engineer  
the letter.  
10.  The student writes the report to the professor.  /  The student writes the professor  
the report.  
11.  The messenger writes the check to the lecturer. / The messenger writes the 
lecturer the check.  
12.  The secretary writes the e-mail to the manager.  /  The secretary writes the manager  
the e-mail.  
13.  The lawyer lends the book to the woman. /  The lawyer lends the woman the book.  
14.  The lecturer lends the book to the professor. /  The lecturer  lends the professor  the 
book.  
15.  The designer  lends the magazine to the lecturer.  / The designer  lends the lecturer  
the magazine.  
16.  The customer lends the pen to the  engineer. /  The customer lends the engineer  the 
pen.  
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17.  The secretary passes the pen to the manager. /  The secretary passes the manager  
the pen.  
18.  The student passes the report to the professor.  /  The student passes the professor  
the report.  
19.  The captain passes  the lifejacket to the sailor.  / The captain passes the sailor  the 
lifejacket.  
20.  The mother  passes the toy to the baby. / The mother  passes the baby the toy.  
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Appendix D: Questionnaire  for participants of Experiment 1B and 1C 
 
氏  名   性  別  男・女  
所  属  研究科・学部  学  年   
  年  齢  歳  
 
英語学習を開始したのは何歳のときですか？  
   （        ）歳  
 
海外での生活経験はありますか？  いずれかに〇をつけてください。  
   あり  ・  なし  
 
2.で「あり」と答えた方は、国名とそこで使用していた言語、滞在開始時の年
齢、滞在期間を教えてください。  
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
国名       （            ）  
使用言語     （            ）  
滞在開始時の年齢（         ）歳  
滞在期間     （         ）年  
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
国名       （            ）  
使用言語     （            ）  
滞在開始時の年齢（         ）歳  
滞在期間     （         ）年  
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 ご協力ありがとうございました。  
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Appendix E: Instructions shown to the participants  (Experiment 1B and 1C)  
 
この調査では、みなさんが与えられた絵を見て  
英語でどのように表現するのかを調べます。  
調査はテスト 1 とテスト 2 の 2 つのパートに分かれています。  
 
テスト 1 
 
 
 
Ready? → 準備ができたらスペースキーを押す。休憩をとっても良い。  
 
＋＋＋＋  → この部分を注視する。  
 
英文  → 声に出して音読する。音読が終わったら、スペースキーを押す。  
 
絵 → 表示された単語を使って、絵に合う英文を 1 文、できるだけ素早く声
に出して言う。命令文などにはせず、必ず主語を伴う文にすること。単語は一
つだけ書かれている時もあれば、複数書かれている時もある。英文を言い終わ
ったら、スペースキーを押して次に進む。  
 
＜テスト 1：120 問＞  
 
 
 
 
READY? 
 
*** **** *** 
(英文 )  
 
絵  
**** 
 
++++ 
ピッ  
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テスト 2 
 
 
 
Ready? → 準備ができたらスペースキーを押す。休憩をとっても良い。  
 
＋＋＋＋  → この部分を注視する。  
 
絵 →表示された単語を使って、絵に合う英文を 1 文、できるだけ素早く声に
出して言う。命令文などにはせず、必ず主語を伴う文にすること。単語は一つ
だけ書かれている時もあれば、複数書かれている時もある。英文を言い終わっ
たら、スペースキーを押して次に進む。  
 
 
＜テスト 2：120 問＞  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
READY? 
 
絵  
**** 
 
++++ 
ピッ  
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Appendix F: Questionnaire for participants of Experiment 2B  
 
アンケート用紙  
以下の質問を読み、回答してください。  
 
回答の日付：   年    月   日  
氏名：           
年齢：     歳  
性別：       
国籍：       
母語：       
外国語：       
 
 
1.  各種 English Test のスコアはどのくらいですか？わかる範囲で、大体のスコ
アを教えてください。  
A)  英検（STEP）：  
B)  TOEIC：  
C)  TOEFL：  
 
2.  最終学歴（大学など）を教えてください。（例：愛知大学 文学部  教育学
科 心理学専攻  卒業 or 在学中）  
 
 
3.  学校で英語教育を受け始めた年齢を教えてください。  
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4.  学校教育以前に英語を学習した場合、その年齢を教えてください。  
 
 
5.  これまでの生活（学校以外）の中で、どのくらい英語が用いられてきまし
たか？英語と日本語、合わせて 100％になるように回答してください。  
      英語（％）     日本語（％）  
A)  0-6 歳：   ％    ％  
B)  7-14 歳：   ％    ％  
C)  15-18 歳：   ％    ％  
D) 18 歳～：   ％    ％  
 
6.  現在の生活（学校以外）の中で、どのくらい英語が用いられていますか？
英語と日本語、合わせて 100％になるように回答してください。  
      英語（％）     日本語（％）  
A)  家族：     ％    ％  
B)  友人：     ％    ％  
C)  恋人：     ％    ％  
D) 仕事：     ％    ％  
E) 同僚：     ％    ％  
F)  余暇：     ％    ％  
G) TV/ラジオ：    ％    ％  
H) 読み物 (Web 含む )：   ％    ％  
 
7.  英語圏での滞在経験はありますか？（はい or いいえ）  
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8.  7.で「はい」と答えた場合、以下の質問にもお答えください。  
回答例：  
目的  留学  
国名  アメリカ  
年齢  22-23 歳  
期間  1 か月  
回数  2 
英語使用    95   ％  
 
目的   
国名   
年齢   
期間   
回数   
英語使用       ％  
 
目的   
国名   
年齢   
期間   
回数   
英語使用       ％  
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9.  英語４技能はどのくらい得意かを、1（まったく得意ではない）～  6（非常
に得意である）の６段階で評定してください。  
 
全く得意でない     非常に得意  
A)  Listening（聞くこと）：１  ２  ３  ４  ５  ６  
B)  Speaking（話すこと）：  １  ２  ３  ４  ５  ６  
C)  Reading（読むこと）：  １  ２  ３  ４  ５  ６  
D) Writing（書くこと）：  １  ２  ３  ４  ５  ６  
 
10.  英語以外に学習した外国語と、その学習期間を教えてください。（例：ドイ
ツ語 ,2 年間）  
 
 
 
 
 
質問は以上です。ご協力ありがとうございました。  
